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FOREWORDFOREWORD

MARC PARLANGE, ENAC Dean

We are delighted to present the School of Architecture, Civil and 
Environmental Engineering’s annual report for 2010. ENAC conti-
nues to be a leader in addressing engineering and architectural 
questions of major societal relevance. The Swiss Federal Office 
of Energy notes that the building sector consumes around 45% of 
the country’s energy and mobility accounts for some 35%; both 
are topical areas of central interest in our school. Some of the 
topics discussed in this year’s report directly touch on energy-
related research, including Samuel Arey’s investigation into the 
Gulf of Mexico oil spill. Ongoing work in the built environment 
done in the laboratories of Luca Ortelli on construction with natural 
stone, Roberto Gargiani with concrete, Jean-Francois Molinari on 
the origins of friction and Alain Nussbaumer with steel structures 
is discussed in more detail. Vincent Kaufmann’s advances in fin-
ding solutions to mobility problems and Christophe Ancey’s work 
on particle transport in mountain regions are similarly highlighted.
All the ENAC “indicators” are up; we’ve seen healthy increases 
in student numbers in our three BS-MS majors (Civil Engineering,
Environmental Engineering and Sciences, and Architecture) as 
well as in the doctoral programs of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, Architecture and the City and Mechanics. Impor-
tant partnerships with industry continue to be established and the 
school’s external funding keeps growing.
The recent appointments of Marilyne Andersen and Emmanuel 
Rey enhance architecture in our school and also strengthen links 

to engineering of the built environment. The joint appointments 
of Janet Hering and Kristin Schirmer with EAWAG extend 
important ties in the EPF domain and the recent arrival of 
Fernando Porté-Agel brings research and teaching in wind 
energy, a field that is growing rapidly in importance 
globally and will become more directly relevant for
Switzerland. We are happy to welcome Paolo Perona 
as Swiss Science Foundation Professor Boursier 
in hydroeconomics and alpine dynamics.
I trust you will enjoy reading this new report 
and learning more about our vibrant and 
committed community of students, staff 
and researchers who continue to make 
a major impact around the world. 
We are always happy to meet and 
welcome you to ENAC. We look 
forward to hearing from you.
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PhD stuDent stefano Zerbi
exPlores the builDing
Potential of massive

blocks of stone.

CONSTRUCTION AND
CONSERVATION LABORATORY
http://lcc.epfl.ch

LUCA ORTELLI, Director





Stone doesn’t
have the embedded 
carbon footprint of 

concrete

StefAno Zerbi :

“This research could only be 
done in an academic environment 
like ENAC, because of the presence of all 
the different disciplines concerning building and 
environmental management in one place.”



In the push to build with materials that are 
energy-efficient, high-tech, and still esthe-
tically pleasing, we often overlook the ob-
vious because we are so bent on developing 
something new. Why should we look at 
yesterday’s solutions? We’re innovating! 
Well, sometimes the most sustainable so-
lution is right under our noses, and has 
been there for a long, long time.

Once upon a time, buildings were made 
exclusively from local materials. In Switzer-
land, that meant wood and stone. Now most 
Swiss buildings are made with concrete, oc-
casionally sporting a thin veneer of natural 
stone for esthetic purposes. For his EPFL
master’s project in architecture, Stefano 
Zerbi designed a building made with mas-
sive blocks of stone from a local quarry in 
his native canton of Ticino. The project, 
however, generated more questions than 
answers in his mind. Why wasn’t local 
stone being used more often as a building 
material? And why were Switzerland’s 
stone quarries languishing? Under the 
guidance of Professor Luca Ortelli, and 
with the collaboration of Professor Aurèle 
Parriaux from ENAC’s Engineering and 
Environmental Geology Laboratory, Zerbi 
decided to pursue these questions further.

Local stone is a sustainable building mate-
rial because it’s tied to a region’s resources, 
explains Ortelli. Unlike concrete or wood, 
massive blocks of stone hardly degrade or 
change over time, and they’re fully recy-
clable. Stone doesn’t have the embedded 
carbon footprint of concrete, particularly 
steel-reinforced concrete, and it is esthe-
tically pleasing. In fact, many modern 
concretes try to imitate the look of natu-
ral stone. Zerbi and Ortelli suspected that 
architects didn’t consider using massive 
blocks of stone because they simply we-
ren’t aware it was a viable option. Perhaps 
if they had access to more information 
about local sources, this could change.

With Swiss National Science Foundation 
(SNSF) funding in hand, Zerbi took to the 
road. He visited all of Switzerland’s major 
stone quarries, taking an inventory of every-
thing from the geological characteristics of 
stone produced to the quarries’ exploitation 
statistics and contact information. He made 
illustrations of the extraction method used 
in each quarry and took photos, and then 
assembled all this information into a refe-
rence booklet for architects and builders.

Zerbi found that many of the larger quar-
ries were not using all of the stone they 
extracted. An increased demand for large 
blocks of massive stone, which, unlike thin 
veneers, don’t have to be homogeneous, 
would make it possible to exploit these 
quarries’ resources more fully. We tend to 
think of natural stone as hugely expensive, 
but massive stone is much cheaper than 
veneer, says Zerbi. “When you reduce the 
number of cuts, the cost goes down.”

Another important consideration is earth-
quake resistance. Could a building made 
with massive stone blocks stand up to a 
major tremblor? Ortelli and Zerbi knew 
they’d have to demonstrate this if they 
wanted to convince architects to build 
using stone. To clear his hurdle, Zerbi col-
laborated with Pierino Lestuzzi and Katrin 
Beyer in ENAC’s Earthquake Engineering 
and Structural Dynamics Laboratory to 
test a simple mortar construction, a pro-
ject that was incorporated pedagogically 
into the Master’s Program in Civil Engi-
neering. “Three weeks after the start of 
the test, it was in great shape,” says Zerbi. 
“Every week, the pressure was increased 
and it performed remarkably well.” Zerbi 
and Ortelli’s meticulous interdisciplinary 
research makes the case: from the resource 
level to the building itself, massive stone is 
a good, solid, sustainable solution.







Prof. roberto gargiani
shares highlights from his
extraorDinary exPloration

into the history of concrete.

THEORY AND HISTORY OF
ARCHITECTURE LABORATORY 3
http://ltha.epfl.ch

ROBERTO GARGIANI, Director





In the 20th century, concrete came
out of the basement

Look around you. See any concrete? If 
you’re in Europe, chances are good you live 
and work in concrete-based structures. 
Concrete is to infrastructure what carbon is 
to life: intrinsic. Your water supply is chan-
neled in concrete aqueducts. The bridges 
and sidewalks you cross every day on your 
way to work are concrete. Concrete dams 
prevent flooding and guarantee constant 
electricity for thousands of people. And, of 
course, you can sleep well at night knowing 
that the concrete in your basement fallout 
shelter will shield you from radioactive fall-
out in the event of nuclear war. Nothing 
could be more commonplace. More, well, 
boring. Let’s face it, concrete is about as 
sexy as nostril hair. It’s there, it certainly 
serves an important purpose, but it’s not 
always unequivocally appreciated.

Spend a few minutes talking with Architec-
ture Professor Roberto Gargiani, however, 
and you’ll never take this amazing material 
for granted again. It has a long and rich 
history, peopled with vibrant characters. 
According to Gargiani, it provided the im-
petus for the scientific study of geology and 
helped spawn the vast academic and indus-
trial empire that is known as engineering. 
And it’s continuing to evolve today, the 
subject of intense scientific, engineering 
and architectural attention.

Concrete dates to prehistoric times. The 
Romans used natural cementitious mate-
rials found in the soil, called pozzolans, to 
bind their concretes. Natural pozzolans are 
forged in volcanoes, which explains why 
volcano-studded Italy was an important
reference point in the history of concrete. 
Mixing concrete was an artisanal skill; re-
cipes were passed down from generation 
to generation. Naples was full of terraced 
concrete houses. These structures were im-
permeable to water, wind- and fire-proof, 
and earthquake resistant. When compared 
with wood, which regularly burnt, rotted, 
leaked, collapsed and/or succumbed to 
insects, it was the Holy Grail of building 
materials. But transporting pozzolans from 
Italy was prohibitively expensive, as was 
burning enough wood to attain the extre-
mely high temperatures required to turn 
chalk into pozzolans artificially. “Geologic
research was motivated by the interest in
obtaining local sources of natural po-
zzolans,” explains Gargiani. From there, 
geologists branched out to invent and re-
discover the recipes for mixing concrete 
– transforming it from a traditional craft 
into a documented science.



roberto gArgiAni :

“Why don’t architects have to do these kinds of reports now,
so that their lessons can be learned by others?”

Gargiani has 
received a 5-year grant 

from the European Research 
Council to continue his extensive 

research into the history of concre-
te. The first in a series of 10 books 

(“Le Corbusier, béton brut and 
ineffable space, 1940-1965,” with 
Anna Rosellini) dedicated to the 

subject will be published
in July 2011.

As Europe industrialized in the 18th and 
19th centuries, the French, English, and 
Dutch, among others, were interested in 
using concrete, particularly for military 
and naval infrastructures – ports, bunkers, 
underground storage facilities and the like. 
The development of coal-fired kilns meant 
that pozzolans could be cheaply produced 
from abundant sources of limestone and 
chalk. Concrete was here to stay.

In France, the Ecole des Ponts et Chaus-
sées was established to train people to erect 
bridges, dams, and other infrastructures 
in concrete. With this institutionalized 
approach, research into concrete became 
very structured and organized. Every year, 
a report had to be published and sent to 
the director, outlining the knowledge gai-
ned and problems encountered. Thus the 
grand French engineering tradition was 
born – along with the pressure to publish! 
– with concrete at its core.

It wasn’t until the 20th century that concre-
te came out of the basement. Until then, 
whenever it showed its face aboveground 
it was disguised to look like natural stone, 
all traces of molding painstakingly remo-
ved. The famous architect Le Corbusier 
changed all that. He gave concrete its own 
identity, and since then, architects have ex-
plored concrete as a medium of expression; 
colors, textures, embedded objects enrich 
the palette of possibilities. Technological 
innovations are producing “smart” (sensor-
studded) and “green” (incorporating waste 
materials) concretes. What’s not to like?







finDing solutions for
commuters is increasingly 

imPortant in a
mobile society.

URBAN SOCIOLOGY LABORATORY
http://lasur.epfl.ch

VINCENT KAUFMANN, Director





vincent KAufmAnn :

“It’s important to understand how people reason, to see 
how they are making their choices.”



Ninety-seven percent of Americans com-
mute by car. In Switzerland, the number is 
smaller, at 60%, but it’s still alarming: with 
aging infrastructures, global warming, and 
diminishing fossil fuel reserves these kinds 
of habits are clearly unsustainable. But 
what is the solution? Will people decide to 
live closer to where they work? Will they 
use public transport? Will everyone even-
tually telecommute? The most important 
thing Vincent Kaufmann, head of ENAC’s 
Urban Sociology Laboratory (LASUR), 
has learned in his years investigating these 
issues is that our assumptions about what 
drives human behavior are usually wrong. 
It doesn’t make sense to spend vast sums 

Sixty percent of Swiss 
commute by car

of money revamping public transporta-
tion systems if we don’t even understand 
people’s behavior enough to predict how 
they’ll use them. He gives an example: 
you’d think that to get people out of their 
cars, all you need to do is provide an equal-
ly rapid transportation alternative. It turns 
out that this is only one of many factors 
involved in the decision – and not even the 
most important one.

One of LASUR’s current projects is a good 
illustration of this. The Post Office has 
commissioned Kaufmann to conduct a user 
survey that will help it optimize Postbus 
service in the Pied de Jura region. (The legen-
dary Postbus system – considered almost
a basic amenity, like water and electricity, 
in Switzerland – makes it possible to get 
to almost any village in the country.) To 
conduct the survey, Kaufmann first did a 
basic behavioral study, using a GPS system
to track the travel habits of a group of people
living in the region. He found a basic duality 
in their travel habits; some people regularly 
took the same route to the same destina-

tion every day (actual or potential Postbus 
riders), whereas others’ travel patterns were 
completely unpredictable (not potential 
Postbus riders). The investigation allowed 
him to develop a questionnaire that was 
then given to a larger population.

Kaufmann’s group ran a mathematical model 
based on the results, and found that when
there are more than thirteen buses stopping 
at a given Postbus stop every day, people 
will opt to take the bus. “Under that thres-
hold, people stick to their cars,” he explains.
Based on this evidence, he argues that it 
would be more useful for the Postbus to 
consolidate its line and provide more fre-
quent service in a reduced network, than to 
send buses out to every little hamlet in the 
countryside. Kaufmann’s next challenge is 
to help the Post Office determine which of 
the existing routes should be further deve-
loped, and which let go.

The study highlights a pattern that has be-
come familiar to Kaufmann: despite a job 
market that demands increasing flexibility 
on the part of employees, people are very re-
luctant to change their lifestyles. “Contrary 
to popular belief, the Swiss aren’t very mo-
bile,” he says. “We often confuse mobility 
with travel. It’s not the same thing.” Peo-
ple are willing to commute long distances 
to a new job, but very unwilling to move 
out of their established communities or 
change ingrained habits. Providing fast, 
efficient, cheap public transportation is not 
necessarily a good thing, he says, because 
it will just reinforce this mindset, and the 
environment will pay the price. Remember, 
trains and buses use fuel too; driving 4 km 
in a car is actually much less polluting than 
riding 300km in a train. Think about that 
as you calculate the carbon footprint of 
your next commute…







Prof.christoPhe ancey stuDies 
the mysteries of flowing

Debris anD snow, in hoPes of 
limiting the Damages from 

natural Disasters.

ENVIRONMENTAL HYDRAULICS LABORATORY
http://lhe.epfl.ch

CHRISTOPHE ANCEY, Director





Although we’ve managed to tame large 
portions of the Earth’s surface over the last 
couple of millennia, there are still some for-
ces of Nature that elude us. We eat humble 
pie when faced with avalanches, tsunamis, 
earthquakes, landslides, hurricanes and 
severe storms. At best, we manage to get 
out of the way and then pick up the pieces 
once the damage is done. At worst, hun-
dreds, even thousands of people perish 
and billions of dollars’ worth of property 
is destroyed. We’re constantly reminded 
of our vulnerability; just this past January 
mudslides and flash floods in Brazil cau-
sed at least 700 deaths and left 14,000 
others homeless. The best strategy is to
avoid putting ourselves in their path in 
the first place. It is thus more important 
than ever to understand where, when and 
how these catastrophic natural events oc-
cur. Professor Christophe Ancey, head of 
ENAC’s Environmental Hydraulics Labo-
ratory, studies natural flows – snow, de-
bris, and mud – in an effort to contribute 
to this understanding.

In Switzerland and elsewhere in Europe, 
authorities manage territory – deciding 
where things can be built and where they 
can’t – based on the degree of danger 
each area presents. They typically estima-
te the intensity and frequency of catastro-
phic natural events by extrapolating from 
historical databases. “This works well if 
you have a lot of data,” notes Ancey. “But 
it doesn’t work well in areas that are less 
populated.” Switzerland has the added 
difficulty of mountainous terrain, which 
poses its own set of problems. “Hazards 
encountered on the plain – flooding, ear-
thquakes and severe storms – are relatively 
well understood. But in the mountains 
these phenomena are more complicated.” 
For several years, Ancey’s lab has been 
developing tools that will help create a 
physical basis for understanding the fluid 
dynamics of snow, debris and mud flows 
in mountainous terrain, and predicting 
the environmental conditions that will 
set off these kinds of catastrophic events.

In natural debris flow and avalanches, a 
phenomenon known as “self-channeling” 
often occurs. Large chunks of debris pile 
up at the edges, channeling the rest of the 
flow into a narrow tongue that then tra-
vels long distances. Ancey explains that 
this is caused by a segregation of particles 
in the flow; as the large particles rise to 
the top and the smaller ones sink, energy 

dissipation is reduced and the runout dis-
tance increases by as much as a factor of 
ten. The smaller particles act as a kind of 
conveyor belt, keeping everything in mo-
tion. Ancey runs scaled down experiments 
in his lab, simulating flow with a viscous 
blue mass of goo, taking measurements 
to see the rate at which the particles are 
segregating in the various layers within the 
flow. He’s also collaborating with the Uni-
ted States Geological Survey (USGS) in 
an experiment in Oregon in which debris 
is launched down a 100-meter flume.

We often assume that these phenomena 
only occur on steep slopes, but in fact they 
can also occur on gently sloping terrain, 
stopping and starting repeatedly over a 
long period of time. Ancey shows me a 
video clip from a mudslide that occurred 
in a small town in southern Italy (http://
wn.com/Italian_Landslide_Feb_2010). 
He interested in studying the factors in-
volved in initiating debris flow such as 
this. What starts the ground moving? 
What are the relative roles played by soil 
type, water load and slope? And once it’s 
moving, what are the forces that keep it in 
motion? In the video, this element is dra-
matic; just when you think the ground has 
come to a stop, the entire hillside starts 
flowing again. With an improved unders-
tanding of these phenomena, explains An-
cey, hazard maps could be established for 
regions – inhabited or not – that would 
prevent this kind of catastrophic loss of 
life and property. Because when these 
kinds of natural forces are at work, the 
best strategy is to just stay out of the way. 

In the mountains, 
these phenomena are 
more complicated



chriStophe Ancey :

“We’re developing tools to calculate the hydraulic properties of debris flow –
in order to predict the speed and spatial distribution of the flow.”







enac’s steel structures
laboratory takes a
look at euroPean

earthquake coDes for
hyDrocarbon reservoirs.

STEEL STRUCTURES LABORATORY
http://icom.epfl.ch

JEAN-PAUL LEBET, Director





AlAin nuSSbAumer :

“We were able to prove the reservoirs’ security and at the same
time we will be able to propose concrete improvements

to the European norms.”



Switzerland’s hydro-
carbon reservoirs can
withstand whatever 
Mother Nature
dishes out

In humans, load-bearing joints that are 
used repetitively, such as knees and hips, 
tend to give us grief after a certain number 
of years. Structures like bridges, cables, and 
windmills, whose joints are made of mate-
rials other than living bone, also wear out. 
After a certain number of loading cycles, 
tiny cracks start to appear in the structure. 
Eventually, these cracks propagate into the 
material, and then the cracked element will 
suddenly, catastrophically break. From an 
economic viewpoint it’s important to keep 
a structure in service as long as possible. 
Thus, for public safety reasons, the struc-
tures must have regular check-ups, and be 
repaired or replaced well before they reach 
the breaking point. Striking an optimal ba-
lance between these competing demands is 
tricky. Engineers generally adhere to codes 
prescribed by regulatory bodies that specify 
things like the typical loading experienced 
by the structure, the design of the struc-
ture, its joints, and its material properties.

In 2005, for example, the EU set new codes 
for earthquake design of hydrocarbon sto-
rage reservoirs. Switzerland has 7.8 million 
cubic meters of hydrocarbons stored in 300 
huge above-ground steel tanks, in com-
pliance with Swiss law guaranteeing a mi-
nimum level of gasoline, kerosene, diesel, 
and fuel oil in case of crisis or catastrophe. 
These tanks are placed directly, unancho-
red, on compacted soil and are thus vul-
nerable to earthquakes, particularly at the 
joint between the wall and the base of the 
tank. If this joint fails, liquid can escape, 
defeating the purpose of the reservoir and 
potentially polluting groundwater reser-
voirs. When assessed, two-thirds of Swit-
zerland’s existing reservoirs didn’t appear 
to satisfy the new code prescriptions. Be-
fore launching a costly and complicated 
retrofitting endeavor, the Federal Office of 
the Environment (OFEV) and Carbura (a 
non-profit organization commissioned by 
the Swiss government to ensure that Swit-
zerland has adequate hydrocarbon reserves) 
decided to take a closer look. In 2008, they 
commissioned ENAC’s Steel Structures La-
boratory (ICOM) to study the situation and  
run some experiments. 

Over the next two years, Jean-Paul Lebet, 
Alain Nussbaumer, Gustavo Cortes and 
their ENAC colleagues Katrin Beyer (EESC) 
and Pierino Lestuzzi (IMAC) studied seve-
ral aspects of the problem. They suspected 
that the formula used for setting the norm 
didn’t take recent research findings and 
computational improvements into account, 
and that the codes were overly conservative 
as a result. It was up to them to prove this 
scientifically. Using numerical models, they 
estimated the number of cycles that the 
joint would have to resist in a realistic 100-
year earthquake in Switzerland (6.5 on the 
Richter scale). They ran laboratory expe-
riments measuring the rotational capacity 
of a range of sample joints when subject 
to this cyclic loading. They also looked at 
the fundamental problem of modeling how 
the joint material degrades under this kind 
of very low cycle fatigue. Their continuing 
research has already shown that, indeed, 
for even the weakest joints tested, the new 
European codes were too conservative. 
Switzerland’s hydrocarbon reservoirs are 
well able to withstand whatever Mother 
Nature decides to dish out, and thanks to 
ENAC, there are numbers to back up this 
claim. I’m sure the government can figure 
out something better to do with the tens of 
millions of francs saved – say, how about 
funding basic research?







Jean-francois molinari
is taking friction from a

reciPe-Driven measurement 
to a force whose Physics

is incorPorateD on a much 
more funDamental level.

COMPUTATIONAL SOLID
MECHANICS LABORATORY
http://lsms.epfl.ch

JEAN-FRANÇOIS MOLINARI, Director





“Wherever you have contact, you have fric-
tion and wear,” announces Jean-Francois 
Molinari, a young French-born professor 
who joined EPFL’s ENAC school faculty 
in 2007. Friction is an expression of the 
forces acting when subatomic particles rub 
shoulders. Anything that touches anything 
else is subject to this ubiquitous force – 
roads, joints in structures, railroad tracks, 
waves crashing on a beach. The flame spar-
ked when you rub two sticks together, the 
relentless scouring of a mountainside by a 
glacier, the devastating damage of earth-
quakes and tsunamis – all caused by fric-
tion. “Maybe because it’s everywhere, we 
take it for granted,” he shrugs. “But it’s 
very, very important. Probably 5% of GDP 
is wasted by replacing components that de-
grade via friction.”

Despite the fact that it affects everyone and 
everything on the planet (and beyond), fric-
tion is still not very well understood. “It’s 
one of the greatest unsolved mysteries in 
science,” Molinari insists. Why is friction 
such a sneaky force? To begin with, it ope-
rates at multiple time and length scales. In 
order to model it, you have to know exactly 
how much of a surface is touching another 
surface. Take a book sitting on a desk, for  
example. Believe it or not, only about 1% 
of the book’s surface is actually in contact 
with the desk. This is because the two sur-
faces are very rough. Fractal models are the 
perfect way to describe rough surfaces, all 
the way down to the atomic scale. But ele-
gant as this solution may appear, it’s not at 
all practical. Fractals are like mirrors inside 

mirrors – as you endlessly go deeper and 
deeper, smaller and smaller, the compu-
ter time starts to pile up, the centuries go 
by, and you never actually reach the end.
Even if those surfaces could be modeled 
perfectly, Molinari says, we’d still have 
trouble, because the friction force itself 
isn’t just a simple calculation. And there 
are many different kinds of friction, depen-
ding on the type of surface involved. “It’s 
extremely complex physics,” he admits. 
“Different dissipative mechanisms are 
taking place, resulting in lots of different 
physical phenomena.” The traditional way 
to get a grip on friction is to run experi-
ments and measure the resulting “friction 
coefficient.” Although this quantity helps 
all the equations balance out, it doesn’t 
reveal much about the actual physics ta-
king place. “But there’s hope,” he smiles 
encouragingly. Our increasing obsession 
with nanotechnology has led to new tech-
niques, such as atomic force microscopy, 
that allow us to measure frictional forces at 
tinier and tinier scales. In 2008, scientists 
managed to move a single atom across a 
surface and measure the forces involved. 
Thanks to these improvements, numerical 
simulations have progressed considerably.

Molinari’s research is at the vanguard of 
these simulation efforts. He’s taking fric-
tion from a recipe-driven measurement to 
a force whose physics is incorporated on a 
much more fundamental level. Using high 
performance computing to run parallel 
scalable algorithms, he is combining mole-
cular dynamics at the very small scales with 
continuum mechanics at the larger scales. 
The result: the first physics-based, parallel, 
multiscale simulation platform for directly 
computing the friction force. It is incorpo-
rated into an open software hub, so that it 
can be used for a number of practical ap-
plications – to design surfaces with specific 
adhesive properties, to optimize surface fi-
nishes, to design biological lubricants and 
materials, for example. Molinari also hopes 
it can be used to shed light on problems 
that cannot be studied experimentally, such 
as our inability to predict temperature in-
creases in earthquakes.



JeAn-frAnçoiS molinAri :
“Wherever you have contact, you have friction and wear.”

Probably 5% of GDP is wasted by replacing 
components that degrade via friction







the Disastrous DeePwater
horiZon oil sPill in the gulf of 
mexico was an oPPortunity for 
ePfl Prof. samuel arey to learn 

more about the fate of
hyDrocarbons in the

DeeP water environment.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY
MODELING LABORATORY
http://lmce.epfl.ch

JEREMY SAMUEL AREY, Director





SAmuel Arey :
“The compositional evolution of hydrocarbons during their trajectory through the water column can be used to 

diagnose the physical, chemical, and biological processes acting on petroleum released to the deep sea.”



The Deepwater Horizon oil rig in the Gulf 
of Mexico was a real record-setter. In Sep-
tember 2009 it drilled the deepest oil well 
in history, the Tiber field well, On April 
22, 2010, while drilling in another loca-
tion, the Macondo prospect well, the rig 
exploded and then collapsed, setting ano-
ther record as the largest offshore oil spill 
in U.S. history as it relentlessly unleashed 
millions of barrels of oil and gas into the 
waters of the Gulf. Deepwater Horizon 
also has the dubious honor of being the 
world’s first deep-water gusher; all other 
oil spills have occurred on or near the sea 
surface. This brought in its wake a slew of 
unknowns: What happens to the oil and 
gas as it blasts upwards through the water 
from 1500 meters down? Where do these 
chemicals go, and in what form? What 
are the implications for marine life in the 
Gulf of Mexico and even farther afield? 
EPFL Professor Samuel Arey, a specialist 
in aquatic chemistry, and colleagues from 
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute 
were immediately on the front lines, wor-
king to answer these questions.

In June 2010, Woods Hole sent a remotely 
operated vehicle down to the sea floor to 
collect samples of the oil and gas as they 
exited the well, and then brought the sam-
ples to the surface for analysis, maintained 
under hydrostatic pressure during trans-
port. They also collected hundreds of wa-
ter samples between the well and the sea 
surface. Using water sample analysis and 
in-situ mass spectrometry, the group stu-
died a giant chemical plume of dissolved 
hydrocarbons at a depth of about 1,000 
m, stretching in a southwesterly direction 

over tens of kilometers. The deep water 
plume contained methane, light aromatic 
hydrocarbons (benzene, toluene, ethyl-
benzene, and total xylenes – collectively 
referred to as BTEX), and many other 
compounds. Based on this intensive sam-
pling campaign, the scientists hoped to 
better understand the physical, chemical, 
and biological processes that transform 
and transport oil and gas in the deep sea.

By comparing the composition of the ori-
ginal oil and gas to that of the deep sea 
plume, Arey and his colleagues developed 
and tested a model to explain the fractio-
nation of petroleum components. The re-
sults will be published in an article in the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences. “Very few studies have quanti-
fied chemical dissolution into the water 
column during an oil spill, and never in 
the deep sea,” explains Arey. Insoluble li-
quid oil components formed both buoyant 
droplets that rose to the surface and hea-
vier blobs that sank to the sea floor. Most 
of the gas fraction – which represents a 
significant portion of the carbon release 
– quickly dissolved as it rose through the 
water. But many semi-soluble hydrocar-
bons – including the nasty BTEX hydro-

carbons – had an uncertain fate. During 
conventional oil spills near the sea surface, 
volatile hydrocarbons compounds quickly 
evaporate and escape into the atmosphere. 
But at the Deepwater Horizon site, many 
of these compounds dissolved instead and 
were trapped in the deep sea. “Hydrocar-
bons dissolved at a depth of 1,000 m may 
become trapped there and never make it 
to the sea surface,” says Arey. “Most of 
these compounds will eventually be de-
graded by organisms. But the ecological 
consequences will be quite different from 
conventional oil spills, which always occur 
at the sea surface.” Arey and his colleagues 
were able to demonstrate what fraction of 
these substances dissolved on their way up 
through the water column.

The fate of dissolved hydrocarbons is criti-
cal to the deep water ecosystems of the Gulf. 
“Before they eventually biodegrade, dissol-
ved hydrocarbons could affect aquatic wil-
dlife over a large area,” explains Arey. “So 
it’s important to understand how deep sea 
plumes are formed.” The trends observed 
in the current study can be used by marine 
biologists and other specialists to analyze 
the ecological consequences of the spill.

 It’s critical to understand
how deep sea plumes are formed
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s a c ts
In our laboratories, some 70 lead researchers and their groups are advancing knowledge in the most 
challenging areas of architecture, civil engineering and environmental engineering today. Highlighted 
here is a sampling of some of the research conducted in 2010. To learn more about the latest studies 
by ENAC scientists, visit 

o t at on o aca nts n co
os t conc t oa a n t n an
t a o anc

Over the past decade, the public has grown considerably more 
aware of energy use in daily life. The two Swiss Federal Ins-
titutes of Technology are promoting a project, the 2000 Watt 
Society, to reduce energy consumption. In the Swiss building 
industry, labels like Minergie are becoming recognized; they 
certify a better quality of life at a much reduced level of energy 
consumption. These new goals set challenging thermal requi-
rements, leading to the inevitable thickening of the exterior 
envelope of the structures. In Swiss cities, particularly in the 
Geneva region, buildable land is increasingly rare, and the value 
of habitable surfaces is constantly increasing. Yet, the insulation 
that is typically used is cheap but voluminous. This increases 
the thickness of the outer walls and considerably reduces the 
exploitable surface of buildings. The insulation occupies space 
that is worth three times its own cost. The goal of the research 
is to obtain walls with a minimum thickness in order to increase 
livable space without reducing thermal performance, static cha-
racteristics or durability. Walls should not exceed a width of 
26 cm and should remain competitive price-wise and meet the 
Minergie-P and Minergie-ECO standards.

doctoral thesis in progress: thierry voellinger

Prof. Andrea Bassi
laboratory of urban Architecture (lAure)

t to a sca n t a c t ct
o a n
This doctoral research extends a previous study and is desi-
gned to elucidate the important role that territory (in all its 
dimensions) plays in architectural work. The research rectifies 
the almost mythical concept that an architect produces and 
imbues the landscape with a vision coming uniquely from his 
or her own volition. The study shows, through several exam-
ples of remarkable institutions, that with patient study and  
careful understanding the architect can appropriate into the 
project a multitude of exterior aspects. In reorienting these 
aspects into the path of the architectural composition, the ar-
chitect gives them qualitative added value. Thus, by accoun-
ting for the territorial contingencies and their qualities, a slow 
process of composition transforms an ideal design of space 
into an indivisible relationship between a luminous architec-
ture and its surroundings.

“Kimbell Art museum. Kontekst a tworzenie architektury.”
(in french: “Kimbell Art museum. le contexte et la fabrication de l’architecture.”)
JournAl title: “czasopismo techniczne. Seria: Architektura”
edition: Wydawnictwo politechniki Krakowskiej
to be published by marta peczara, phd student

Prof. Patrick Mestelan
Studio of Architecture and the city’s institutions (Aic)



con cts n t o a an t a c
s st s o n con st on an
o n o t

As cities around the world grow rapidly and more people and 
modes compete for limited urban space to travel, there is a 
need to understand how this space is used for transportation 
and how it can be managed to improve accessibility. Our re-
search seeks to shed some light on the modeling, planning and 
management of traffic flow for overcrowded cities with multi-
modal transport. We develop methodologies to model and un-
derstand collective behavior for different types of multi-modal 
systems, with emphasis on conflicts for the same road space 
(e.g. mixed bus and car traffic or vehicles searching for par-
king). Ultimately, the goal is to develop optimization tools for 
distributing city road space to multiple modes and understan-
ding the level of accessibility for cities of different structures. 
We also investigate what type of real-time active traffic mana-
gement schemes (congestion pricing, vehicle restriction, large-
scale traffic-signal control) can improve mobility measures in 
a city. Until now, traffic control systems in urban areas have 
been locally programmed with little control over the impact 
of a micro-scale response to the macro-scale level. We build 
a hierarchical feedback control network of multiple levels. 
The validation of the modeling methodologies and the traffic 
management schemes will be conducted in various, complex 
city-structure scenarios using data from field experiments and 
advanced micro-simulations. This research is mainly supported 
by two SNF basic research grants.

Prof. Nikolas Geroliminis
urban transport Systems laboratory (lutS)

s sta na o n
Advanced generation biofuels are produced from biomass 
feedstocks that do not compete with food or reduce land-
use change, but increase technical challenges for industrial 
production. In our research we examine different feedstocks 
such as wood, agricultural residues or microalgae. In a further 
effort towards sustainability, we focus on the utilization of se-
lected feedstocks for the simultaneous production of biofuels 
and extraction of the protein fraction for use as animal feed or 
possibly for human consumption. In parallel, modelling work 
is carried out to assess the actual environmental impact of bio-
energy, for instance in terms of greenhouse gas emission: this is 
achieved through rigorous life-cycle analysis. Similarly, techno-
economic analyses help scientists gain insight into the scale-up 
process of laboratory results to industrial implementation.

E. Gnansounou, A. Dauriat, J. Villegas and L. Panichelli
life cycle assessment of biofuels: energy and greenhouse gas balances, bioresource technology, vol. 100, num. 21, 
p. 4919-4930, 2009.

S.Chiesa and E. Gnansounou
protein extraction from biomass in a bioethanol refinery - possible dietary applications: use as animal feed and 
potential extension to human consumption, bioresource technology, vol.102, num.2, p. 427-436, 2011.

Prof. Edgard Gnansounou
bioenergy and energy planning research group (bpe)

IN REVIEW



sat o t ca t c n s o non s
t ct t st n an a at on
Whole-field, non-contact characteristics and accurate measu-
rement capabilities are among the attractive features of optical 
techniques such as interferometry and fringe-projection profilo-
metry. These techniques encode information of the measurand 
in phase characteristics of a two-dimensional fringe pattern. 
The piecewise polynomial phase approximation approach that 
we introduced has enabled simultaneous and direct estimation 
of the phase and its first- and second-order derivatives from 
a single fringe pattern. This approach allows for the simulta-
neous measurement of displacement, strain, and curvature of 
a deformed object, and thus avoids the necessity of using filte-
ring and unwrapping procedures, multiple analysis techniques, 
and multiple interferometric configurations. Moreover, its high 
computational efficiency has opened up avenues for rapidly 
obtaining measurements such as the evolution of full-field de-
formation and strain at standard video frame rates.

S.S. Gorthi
Spatial fringe analysis techniques and their application to holographic interferometry and fringe projection techniques, 
epfl thesis nr. 4799, 103 p., epfl 2010

Prof. Pramod Rastogi
Applied computing and mechanics laboratory (imAc)

nno at o s n s o t
t a a n t o
Track maintenance expenses contribute heavily to the overall 
operating costs of railways. Track degradation depends on 
a variety of factors, and bogie design is crucial among them. 
Bombardier Transportation developed an innovative bogie 
design that ensures roll compensation and provides radial 
steering of the axles. This is expected to significantly reduce 
track degradation. Combining results of its own research on 
track maintenance and Bombardier’s data on bogie behaviour, 
the research led by EPFL-LITEP made it possible to assess the 
cost savings that this innovation can provide. This research 
work was a major contributory factor to the choice the Swiss 
Federal Railways made last spring for new rolling stock; it 
needed to both satisfy the requirements of the future railways 
whilst avoiding extra infrastructure investment.

collAborAtorS: Dr. P. Tzieropoulos, Dr. W.-J. Zwanenburg,
D. Emery, M. Vidaud, D. Tron

W-.J. Zwanenburg, P. Tzieropoulos (2010), “relative importance of track wear and degrada-
tion factors and the influence of innovative constructive technologies of rolling stock,” epfl-litep (restricted distribution)

W-.J. Zwanenburg, P. Tzieropoulos (2010), “relative importance of track wear and degra-
dation factors and the influence of innovative constructive technologies of rolling stock - Stage 2: case study geneva 
- lausanne - bern - St. gallen line,” epfl-litep (restricted distribution)

Prof. Panagiotis Tzieropoulos
intermodality and transport planning group (litep)

s a c ts



t sca o o o o ca ana s s

A comprehensive description of most natural phenomena, 
geomorphological and geological features (such as landsli-
des) can only be achieved by combining relevant informa-
tion at a large spectrum of scales, from the overall shape of 
the landslide down to the detailed folds of the accumulation 
area. Using high-resolution Digital Elevation Models (DEM), 
we applied wavelet modeling and generalization processes 
to produce a systematic set of successive B-spline and re-
lated wavelet parameters. Geological features may then be 
identified and extracted from different decomposition levels 
through a filter bank.

Prof. François Golay
geographic information Systems laboratory (lASig)

n ts an s s o at on
t t at ast at

Wastewater reuse in agriculture is a widespread practice in 
developing countries, especially in urban areas where water 
shortages and poverty encourage people to use that mar-
ginal resource. Research was carried out in Ouagadougou 
(Burkina Faso) with the objectives, among other things, of 
evaluating the impact on soil quality of irrigation with in-
dustrial treated wastewater. In this particular case, chemical 
analysis, assessment of the soil’s hydrostructural stability by 
measurements, and modelling of shrinkage curves and three-
dimensional fluorescence spectra analysis revealed a strong 
deterioration of the soil structure in a relatively short period 
of time. Over a long period, it is possible that such a degra-
dation could result in a total alteration of the soil with highly 
detrimental agronomic consequences, as confirmed by a 50% 
decrease in eggplant yields between the first and second year of  
irrigation with recycled water.

M. Sou. recyclage des eaux usées en irrigation: potentiel fertilisant, risques sanitaires et impacts sur la qualité 
des sols. epfl thesis nr. 4578, epfl 2009

P.B.I. Akponikpe, K.Wima, H. Yacouba and A. Mermoud.
reuse of domestic wastewater treated in macrophyte ponds to irrigate tomato and eggplant in semi-arid West-Africa: 
benefits and risks. Accepted in Agricultural Water management, 2010

M. Sou, A. Mermoud, H. Yacouba and P. Boivin. impacts of irrigation with indus-
trial treated wastewater on soil properties. Submitted to Agricultural Water management, 2010

Prof. André Mermoud
laboratory of ecohydrology (echo)
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sto c ans nt
a n c a
Humans have altered the Earth’s land surface since the Paleoli-
thic by clearing forests, first to improve hunting and gathering 
opportunities, and later to produce agricultural cropland. In 
the Holocene, agriculture was established on nearly all conti-
nents and led to widespread modification of terrestrial ecosys-
tems. To quantify the role that humans played in the global 
carbon cycle over the Holocene, we developed a new inven-
tory of anthropogenic land-cover change from 8000 years ago 
to the beginning of large-scale industrialization (AD 1850).
Using this data set, we forced the LPJ dynamic global vegeta-
tion model to evaluate the impacts of humans on terrestrial 
carbon storage during the preindustrial Holocene. By three 
thousand years before the present (ka BP), cumulative carbon 
emissions caused by anthropogenic land-cover change in our 
new scenario ranged between 84 and 102 Pg, translating to 
~7 ppm of atmospheric CO2. By AD 1850, emissions were 
325-357 Pg. Simulated cumulative anthropogenic emissions 
over the preindustrial Holocene support the hypothesis that 
anthropogenic activities led to the stabilization of atmosphe-
ric CO2 concentrations at a level that made the world substan-
tially warmer than it otherwise would be.

J.O.Kaplan et al., 2010. holocene carbon emissions as a result of anthropogenic land cover change. the holo-
cene, doi: 10.1177/0959683610386983

Prof. Jed Oliver Kaplan
Atmosphere-regolith-vegetation group (Arve)

s a c ts

n stan n t co t
o a n o t o o o
At large enough spatial and temporal scales, the hydrology of 
an alpine watershed may seem simple: entering precipitation 
is more or less balanced by the exiting streamflow. Zooming in 
and taking a closer look, however, reveals the system’s much 
more complex dynamics. For the past four years, researchers 
from the EFLUM lab led by Professor Marc Parlange have 
been returning to Val Ferret to study this complexity in one of 
the most intact watersheds in Valais, Switzerland. Using a wi-
reless network of sensing stations that monitor meteorologi-
cal and hydrological quantities in conjunction with numerical 
modeling techniques, they are studying how spatial and tem-
poral heterogeneity influence hydro-meteorological processes 
such as wind flow, water runoff and subsurface flows, the dis-
tribution of soil moisture, evapotranspiration, and snow and 
ice melt. A better understanding of the phenomena involved 
in driving small-scale hydrological processes will provide a 
stronger scientific basis for hydrological model development, 
ultimately leading to more confidence in decisions regarding 
the management of one of Switzerland’s most valuable natu-
ral resources: water.

D. Nadeau, E. Pardyjak, C. Higgins, H. J. S. Fernando
and M. Parlange.
A simple model for the afternoon and early-evening decay of turbulence over different land surfaces. Annual meeting 
of the european meteorological Society, Zurich, Switzerland, 13-17 Sept. 2010.

Prof. M. Parlange
environmental fluid mechanics laboratory (eflum)



His paper with Professor Laloui, “Effective stress concept in 
unsaturated soils,” was the most-cited paper of the International
Journal for Numerical and Analytical Methods in Geomecha-
nics in 2009.

s a n a o t c at
Launched in 2008 within the framework of Swiss Experiment, 
ClimAtscope is an educational program that introduces young 
people between the ages of 6 and 18 to environmental monito-
ring in the Alps. Ten Sensorscope stations have been installed in 
schools in the Valais. A workbook has been designed for every 
age group. Experiments are at the center of the program; the 
kids build rain gauges, draw graphs connecting the vegetation 
to the temperature, compare and interpret their station’s data.
Thanks to its success, ClimAtscope was further developed 
in 2010. Three fixed stations were established in Lausanne, 
Zurich and Sion and three others are available for loan. 
At the European level, a similar initiative has been set up. 
Called O3E, the collaboration between France, Italy and 
Switzerland is creating a network between schools, allowing 
the exchange of seismological, meteorological or hydrolo-
gical data. “France even bought Sensorscope stations,” says 
Vincent Luyet, project leader based in ENAC’s Environmen-
tal Fluid Mechanics Laboratory.

IN REVIEWnac at a

a n n s
Carolina Osorio has been appointed assistant professor at MIT
in the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department. She 
defended her PhD thesis “Mitigating network congestion: analy-
tical models, optimization methods and their applications” in 
April 2010, under the supervision of Professor Michel Bierlaire.
Dr. Osorio’s research interests are in applied probability theory, 
simulation and simulation-based optimization for transporta-
tion problems, including macroscopic traffic modeling, large-
scale traffic management and transportation systems analysis. 
She has developed a simulation-based urban traffic control
framework that achieves tractability by coupling simulation-
based and analytical urban-traffic models. She also develops 
analytical models, simulation-based models and optimization 
methods to mitigate network congestion for health-care sys-
tems and biological networks.

Mathieu Nuth has been appointed assistant professor at the Fa-
culty of Engineering of the University of Sherbrooke, Canada. 
He defended his PhD thesis entitled “Constitutive modelling 
of unsaturated soils with hydro-geomechanical couplings” in 
March 2009, under the supervision of Professor Lyesse Laloui.
Dr. Nuth developed an innovative theory to describe and pre-
dict the mechanical behaviour of soils and to allow a sustaina-
bility-oriented design of geo-structures, accounting for future 
climatic scenarios, and contributing to risk management. He 
obtained the ALERT award of the best European PhD work
in Geomechanics in 2010, the Chorafas 2009 award for the 
best PhD thesis in the category “Sustainability,” and the AUGC
Rene Houpert Prize for the best young researcher in civil engi-
neering in 2008.

Examples of Knowledge & Technology Transfer



nac n as a a a

EPFL Middle East is a collaborative project between Ras Al 
Khaimah Investment Authority (RAKIA) and EPFL, Switzerland.
Its mission is the development of leading-edge research pro-
grams, graduate and post-graduate educational programs (mas-
ters, PhD, continuing education) and practical and innovative 
technology-transfer interfaces with industrial and economic ba-
ses in the United Arab Emirates. These activities will take place 
in state-of-the-art scientific and technological infrastructures.
The project will give the Emirate of Ras Al Khaimah and the 
United Arab Emirates the high-level research and teaching 
resources necessary for taking on the daunting technological 
challenges that the global states and similar countries will be 
facing in domains such as energy, environment, construction, 
and information technology.
Several ENAC labs are involved in a wide range of topics with 
a trans-disciplinary approach such as:
- Renewable energies: Wind engineering and Renewable 
Energy Laboratory
- Sustainable Urban and Architectural Design: Interdiscipli-
nary Laboratory of Performance-Integrated Design, Labora-
tory of Architecture and Sustainable Technologies, Composite 
Construction Laboratory, Media and Design Laboratory
- Governance and policies: Solar Energy and Building Physics 
Laboratory
- Sustainable Multimodal Transportation: Transport and 
Mobility Laboratory
- Water Resources: Ecological Engineering Laboratory

a c a o co s st at on
In May 2010, Petrosvibri, a company that conducts natural 
gas explorations under Lake Geneva, signed a scientific agree-
ment with EPFL to create a chair dedicated to long-term CO2

sequestration. This 2.5 million Swiss franc chair will be part 
of ENAC. The objective is to better understand the interac-
tions between CO2 and the rock formations in which it is to 
be sequestered. Reactions will be studied in a variety of geolo-
gical situations, temperatures, depths, and tectonic movement 
conditions. “Finding constructive solutions to the CO2 problem 
is urgent, and this chair is a good way for our country to contri-
bute to this task,” said Philippe Petitpierre, vice-president of 
Petrosvibri and an EPFL environmental engineering alumnus.

n n n a on

In 2010, ENAC, in collaboration with the Federal Office of 
Public Health (OFSP), the Institute of Radiation Safety at the 
Centre hospitalier universitaire vaudois (CHUV), the Academy 
of Architecture at the Swiss-Italian University and the Société 
suisse des ingénieurs et des architectes (SIA) organized a  
continuing education course on “Radon in buildings: the 
scientific, technical and legislative approach.” It has been only 
in the past few years that we have become aware of the risks 
associated with radon, a naturally-occurring radioactive gas 
that, after smoking, is the second most prevalent cause of lung 
cancer. New construction techniques can accentuate the accu-
mulation of radon in the air of our interior working and living 
spaces. Switzerland has laws concerning radon, construction 
codes for buildings and thus, indirectly, places responsibility on 
architects and engineers. In 2009, the World Health Organi-
zation set forth new, lower limits on radon that will radically
affect construction and renovation on buildings in Switzerland.

o
The foundation brings together three partners: EPFL, Ferring 
Pharmaceuticals and the Honorary Consulate of Russia. It 
will fund projects to study the deep layers and the interface 
between the water and sediments on the bottom of Lake Ge-
neva, using two submersibles. The project goes by the single 
name ÉLEMO (previously MIR). Several scientific partners 
are involved in the project. The two submersibles are provided 
by the Institute of Oceanography of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences. They have been used to carry out research and analy-
sis in the deep Arctic Ocean. The projects funded, for a dura-
tion of one to four years, are based at EPFL, Eawag, the Uni-
versity of Neuchâtel and the University of Geneva. The dives 
will take place between June and August, 2011. In total, 100 
dives, or two per day, are planned, one in each submersible. 

nac at a



JANUARY

o
Anne nolin, invited professor who occupied 
the landolt & cie. chair in 2010, gave a lec-
ture in the verbier telecabine hall. the American 
climatologist spoke about the rise in average 
winter temperatures and gave several worrisome 
predictions.

According to an innovative idea from the environ-
mental remote Sensing laboratory at enAc and 
eawag, mobile phone antennas could be used to 
measure rainfall. combined with an intelligent sys-
tem to regulate the water-treatment network, this 
method could improve water quality in urban areas.

FEBRUARY

t a
enAc’s hydraulic constructions laboratory has 
used a scaled-down model to test a retention 
dam that secures the banks of the Avancon river 
in the village of bex.

Switzerland is at the cutting edge of geother-
mal research. research done in enAc’s Soil 
mechanics laboratory has contributed, notably 
by a study of the thermodynamic behavior of 
structures using simulation.

MARCH

t
new trains will be built for the cff. bombardier, 
one of the companies bidding for the contract of 

the century, which is worth more than 2 billion 
francs, commissioned researchers from enAc’s 
intermodality, transports and planning group to 
study rail wear and to develop a system that 
would save money on rail maintenance.

APRIL

A phd student in the Soil mechanics labora-
tory succeeded in modifying a bacterium so that 
it would act as a kind of glue in sandy soils. this 
discovery could be useful in earthquake protection, 
reinforcing unstable ground.

enAc’s laboratory of the production of Architec-
ture is drawing a wide picture of a vision for the 
future of the canton of geneva. “three paths 
to change geneva,” are proposed: a marked 
urban densification, the development of the 
proximity of the geneva airport as the new main 
station of the city, and finally, strengthening the 
transportation network. the project was featured 
in an exhibition and a roundtable discussion in the 
city of geneva.

a
the payerne meteorological station is analyzing the 
evolution of the ash cloud emitted by the eyjafjoll 
volcano, using lidAr. this system, developed un-
der the leadership of enAc’s environmental fluid
mechanics laboratory, can identify the altitude 
and thickness of the cloud, something conventio-
nal measurement systems cannot achieve.

MAY

the Alps are more sensitive than the plateau 
to global warming. during a workshop held 
in interlaken, 100 experts tried to identify the 
important variables to measure. Among them, 
cecilia matasci, a phd student in enAc’s envi-
ronmental economics and management labo-
ratory, is developing a map of vulnerabilities 
to determine the consequences of changing 
climate on living areas.

a
geneva is building a new floating dock near the 
perle du lac. its location will be calmer than that of 
the previous pontoon. in addition, the new posi-
tion was scientifically calculated in a testing tank 
in enAc’s hydraulic constructions laboratory.

An article presents a research project that 
aims to develop a new method of locating 
and  quantifying weak reaches in a steel-lined 
pressure shafts, which guide water from dams 
to hydropower plants. the research is being 
done by enAc’s hydraulic constructions labo-
ratory within the framework of the hydronet 
consortium and is supported by ccem and the 
federal energy office.

a
l’hebdo magazine lists 100 people who promo-
ted the region over the past year. Among them 
are many epfl figures, including professor 
laurent vulliet. Since January 2008, the former 
enAc dean has led the lausanne-based engi-

neering consulting firm bg, which is on track 
to become Switzerland’s top firm in the field of 
civil engineering.

t a
Swiss experiment, a project launched in 2007 
that involves several enAc laboratories, aims 
to understand how global warming modifies the 
hydrologic cycle in the Alps. marc parlange, 
head of enAc’s environmental fluid mechanics 
laboratory and enAc’s dean, explains these 
experiments and the results that have already 
been obained.

a
After many fruitless attempts, the oil spill in the 
gulf of mexico seems to have finally been stop-
ped. Aurèle parriaux, head of enAc’s laboratory 
of engineering and environmental geology ex-
plains how the flow of hydrocarbons was stopped 
by the injection of mud in the well, and describes 
the difficulties associated with this method.

JUNE

monique ruzicka-rossie, member of enAc’s 
choros laboratory, has studied the develop-
ment of the nyon district. She thinks that the 
development of the region demands participa-
tion on the part of inhabitants. the challenge, 
she concludes, “is to bring to the table all the 
actors, in order to find a coherent solution in 
the face of all the levels of apprehension 
concerning the region.”

OCTOBER

c
the Aubonne Arboretum attracted a lot of interest 
during the 125th anniversary of the institute of 
forest, Snow and landscape research, as did 
its epfl antenna directed by professor Alexandre 
buttler. researchers presented their work on bio-
diversity and climate change, done in part in the 
Aubonne valley.

s
the tilt space, dedicated to contemporary art and 
urban spaces, was inaugurated in renens. visi-
tors are welcomed by a ball-shaped installation 
that was made by a team from enAc.

DECEMBER

s
the bagnes valley ski area commissioned a study 
from enAc’s urban Sociology laboratory to try and 
improve traffic flow in the village’s streets. the 
results of the pre-study – done with the support 
of the landolt & cie chair – were appreciated by 
the various local participants, as much for their 
scientific quality as for their local applicability.

press review 2010

IN REVIEW

a t s ana nt
o t n on nts

Gaiasens was created in a multidisciplinary spirit, with envi-
ronmental and electrical engineers and computer scientists. 
Meteorological measurements, made in real time in extreme 
environments, are its main activity, and are a boon to sur-
veillance in high-risk zones. Gaiasens installs measurement 
stations and gives access to data in real time through a web 
interface. This makes it possible to manage natural risks in 
real time, as well as classify risk-prone periods in a database. 
Gaiasens’ second activity is the study, modeling and predic-
tion of air quality through the atmospheric model Map3D, 
which won an Innogrant in 2007, and gives direct access to 
air quality and weather predictions.

a not s c nts
t o n ana nt
After first-hand experience in building renovation, Martin 
Froidevaux and Fabrice Boucher, EPFL environmental engi-
neers who graduated in 2005, decided to create their own 
energy management consulting firm, Diagnotherm. Consu-
mers now face a wide range of insulation and heating sys-
tems, with each product touted as being more efficient, eco-
logical and cheaper than the rest. Diagnotherm, created to 
promote thermal efficiency in buildings independently of ma-
nufacturers, simulates and measures the thermal behavior of 
buildings and proposes solutions adapted to each situation. 
This may range from the choice of materials and installation 
to advice for do-it-yourself construction.



In spring 2010, the “Timber Project” ex-
hibit shed light on current research being 
done in ENAC’s IBOIS laboratory. The 
exhibit was focused around five research 
areas that were the subject of as many PhD 
theses: Origami, folding, braiding, asto-
nishing welded wood and structures gene-
rated from fractal geometry. The most re-
cent student projects done in the workshop 
were also exhibited, to show that research 
is intimately linked with teaching. Pro-
fessors Yves Weinand, Pekka Heikkinen 
and Andrea Deplazes each gave a lecture.

In September, the “Best of Architecture 
EPFL 2009-2010” exhibit presented the 
best student work, from all classes. This 
exhibit was open in the SG building at 
EPFL, then in the showroom in the new 
building of the Getaz company in Etoy.

In the fall semester, the “Luigi Snozzi, 
Prof. d’Architecture” exhibit revisited the 
immense influence that Snozzi had in Lau-
sanne and Switzerland in the education of 
architects. Forty architects were invited 
to exhibit a recent work that revealed 
the heritage of their years of study with 
Luigi Snozzi. The exhibit also included a 
wide range of the Swiss-Italian architect’s 
work. Snozzi gave a lecture to open the 
exhibit, then architects Olivier Fazan, 
Geneviève Bonnard, Pierre-Alain Croset 
and Laurent Stalder were invited to speak 
about the various facets of teaching and 
Snozzi’s influence.

In parallel to these activities, Archizoom 
continued the lecture series of invited pro-
fessors in architecture, open to the public, 
which is becoming increasingly popular. 
On the side, Archizoom invited Profes-
sor Jacques Lucan when his book was 
released, and Dr. Alberto Alessi spoke 
about the importance of architects in pro-
duct design. Three PechaKucha lectures 
were organized in Lausanne, one of which 
took place in the Rolex Learning Center 
on the theme of public space.

In partnership with Swissnex, Archizoom 
exhibited two IBOIS prototypes in the 
Swiss pavilion of the universal exhibition 
in Shanghai, then in two other large ex-
hibitions in China. In May 2010, the “Ar-
chizoom Associati” exhibit was shown in 
the Mendriso Academy of Architecture.

ArCHIzoom, ENAC’s pErmANENT ExHIbITIoN gAllEry,
Is dEdICATEd To THEmEd publIC ExHIbITIoNs of rEsEArCH ANd projECTs ACCompANIEd by sEmINAr sErIEs,

WITH THE goAl of IllusTrATINg THE mulTIdIsCIplINAry AspECTs of ArCHITECTurE.

epfl - building Sg - Station 15
1015 lausanne/ecublens

entry free
+41 (0) 21 693 32 31

events since 1974: http://archizoom.epfl.ch/archives

ARCHIZOOM

o nts



In 2010, the chair was occupied by Profes-
sor Anne Nolin from Oregon State Uni-
versity. Nolin is an expert in snow and ice 
hydrodynamics. In addition to offering a 
course on this subject to master’s and PhD 
students, Nolin conducted research on snow 
and ice in the Valais Alps in collaboration 
wtih scientists in ENAC’s Environmental 
Fluid Mechanics Laboratory. Nolin also 
participated in several national and inter-
national conferences that brought together 
scientists and Alpine tourism specialists.

Professor Megan Murray, from the Harvard 
School of Public Health, began her activi-
ties as holder of the Landolt & Cie Chair 
with an initial visit in summer 2010. Based 
in the School of Life Sciences, Murray will 
offer a course and will do interdisciplinary 
research on infectious disease (TB, cholera) 
associated with sanitary and social condi-
tions in developing countries. She is conti-
nuing her activities in 2011.

Elsewhere, the chair has funded a prelimi-
nary study on sustainable mobility in the 
commune of Bagnes in the Valais, to be done 
by Professor Vincent Kaufmann’s Urban
Sociology Laboratory. This pre-study was 
presented during the Green Pioneers Summit 
2010 in Verbier, an international conference 
sponsored by the Prince of Wales Founda-
tion for the built environment. The results 
sparked much interest on the part of the 
commune and will probably lead to a more 
extensive research contract with ENAC.

tWo public lectureS Were held in the pASt yeAr

In May 2010, Professor Partha Dasgupta, 
economist at Cambridge University and 
laureat of the Volve Environment Prize 2002 
(equivalent to the Nobel in this discipline) 
discussed the issue of whether it was econo-
mically preferable to invest today in attenua-
ting the effects of climate change, or whether, 
betting on future growth in GDP, we should 
let future generations fund these measures; 
it is an inter-generational exercise in ethics.

On June 22, 2010, Archbishop Mgr. Jean-
Louis Burgues, JD and PhD economist, 
Secretary of the Congregation for Catho-
lic Education (Minister of Education) for 
the Vatican, presented the evolution of the 
idea of sustainable development in the po-
licies of the Vatican over the course of the 
past few decades. 

INNovATIvE sTrATEgIEs for A susTAINAblE fuTurE

epfl - building gc - Station 18
1015 lausanne/ecublens
+41 (0) 21 693 20 44

LANDOLT & CIE
CHAIR

IN REVIEW



s ac atc o s o
“SpAce And uS, todAy And tomorroW”

Rural and urban development is one of the most controver-
sial issues in the Swiss political arena. Created in 2008 by 
ENAC’s Institute of Urban and Regional Sciences (INTER), 
the “SpaceWatch” project brings together Swiss and interna-
tional specialists in the context of an expert committee. The 
committee is asked to make strategic recommendations to po-
litical authorities and land management professionals in order 
to meet the demand for sustainable development. The 2010 
workshop was held in the larger context of the Swiss Platform 
of Science of Space (S3F), funded by the ETH board. It was 
held at EPFL and involved a public debate in which many at-
tendees active in practice or in research on urban and regional 
planning participated.

nt sc na co o
“concrete, mAteriAl in the mAKing”

The first session of the three-year colloquium was held in 
June 2010. It has a two-fold objective: first, the colloquium is 
an opportunity for researchers and practitioners – engineers, 
architects, business people, and administrators interested in 
concrete – to exchange their points of view, concerns, re-
search directions, and to come together to formulate proposi-
tions for meeting the challenges that concrete is facing today. 
Second, raising awareness in the student community of the 
issues and challenges associated with the production and use 
of this construction material, which is the most widely used 
in the world. Those who work on concrete and who want to 
share their progress are encouraged to contact the organizers 
to participate in the future sessions of the colloquium!

a n n o nac a
an a c t ct a t
Installed in the village of Rossinière during the summer of 
2010, this exhibit invited the public to discover the founda-
tions of vernacular architecture from the Archives of Modern 
Construction (ACM), a unique assembly of documents and 
models at the 1:20 scale of various traditional buildings from 
all over the world. The exhibit’s goal was to highlight the diver-
sity of spatial devices explored by various cultures, as well as 
the use of materials as diverse as wood, stone, dirt and straw. 
An impressive array of ancestral know-how, often thou-
sands of years old and in danger of disappearing forever,  
represents a storehouse of ingenious solutions that we can 
imagine incorporated into contemporary works in response to 
modern criteria of sustainability.

ats s s os co o o
The Latsis Symposium was an interdisciplinary, mid-size confe-
rence on ecohydrology and sustainable water resources use. The 
conference brought international experts and young researchers 
in traditionally separate fields such as surface hydrology, soil 
and plant ecology, environmental complexity and water resour-
ce management together in a setting more suited to discussion 
and interaction than large conferences. The symposium was an 
invaluable means of establishing communication and collabora-
tion between group leaders and promising young researchers. It 
also set the stage for strengthening links between the different 
disciplines and bridging the gaps between them. 

ENAC’s public relations activities promote the school’s research and teaching activities to the outside 
world and bring valuable feedback from institutions, future students, lecturers, researchers, political 
bodies and professional associations.

o nts



17-21/01/2010
Spring Seminar of the “3ème cycle romand de 
recherche opérationnelle” – transportation and 
mobility laboratory

07-11/02/2010
discrete choice Analysis: predicting demand and 
market Shares – transportation and mobility 
laboratory

08-10/02/2010
SpaceWatch 2010 “Space and us, today and 
tomorrow”– chôros laboratory

19/02/2010
epfl doctoral conference in mechanics –
Soil mechanics laboratory

19/02-16/04/2010
exhibition “Jean prouvé. la poetica dell’oggetto 
tecnico,” galleria dell’Accademia, mendrisio – 
laboratory of techniques and preservation of 
modern Architecture

16-21/04/2010
exhibition “gvA cube,” maison de l’Architecture, 
genève – laboratory for the production of Architecture

10-11/05/2010
“8e plateforme internationale sur les agglomérations 
urbaines” – urban and regional planning community

17-21/05/2010
conference on Advanced phase measurement 
methods in optics and imaging – Applied 
computing and mechanics laboratory

17-28/05/2010
exhibition “françois maurice, architecte” at 
the haute ecole du paysage, d’ingénierie et 
d’Architecture de genève – theory and history of 
Architecture laboratory 2

20/05-18/06/2010
exhibition “devanthéry & lamunière – indetails,” 
la galerie d’architecture, paris – laboratory of 
Architecture and urban mobility

03/06/2010
interdisciplinary colloquium “le béton matière en 
devenir” – laboratory of urban Architecture

05/06-21/08/2010
exhibition “learning from vernacular” in rossinière 
– Archives of modern building

09/06/2010
enAc research day 2010 : “living with risks: how 
to build new forms of expertise” – Study group on 
the Spatiality of risks & enAc deanship

15-18/06/2010
european rock mechanics Symposium –
rock mechanics laboratory

20-25/06/2010
gordon research conference environmental Sciences: 
Water, holderness, new hampshire – environmental 
chemistry laboratory

27/06-02/07/2010
conference “thirty years of stochastic subsurface 
hydrology: Where do we stand and what are the 
emerging challenges?” – laboratory of ecohydrology

30/06/2010
navigare 2010, gnSS in itS: the way of co-operation 
– geodetic engineering laboratory

05-09/07/2010
Alert european doctoral School “mechanics of unsa-
turated geomaterials” – Soil mechanics laboratory

14-23/07/2010
Summer School “desperate houses” – urban, 
rural and Architectural planning laboratory, 
laboratory of Architecture and urban mobility & 
construction and conservation laboratory

19-21/07/2010
Summer School “globalization of urbanity: urban 
Systems and urban models” – chôros laboratory

19-21/08/2010
Sixth Workshop on discrete choice models – 
transportation and mobility laboratory

28/08-03/09/2010
9th international nccr climate Summer School 
“Adaptation and mitigation: responses to climate 
change” – economics and environmental
management laboratory

01/10/2010
colloquium “condition d’architecture, condition 
d’école” – urban, rural and Architectural
planning laboratory

08-10/10/2010
celebration of WSl lausanne 20 years of represen-
tation in the french part of Switerland – ecological 
Systems laboratory

17-20/10/2010
lAtSiS Symposium ecohydrology – environmental 
fluid mechanics laboratory & laboratory of 
ecohydrology

01-03/11/2010
10th international Symposium on distributed Auto-
nomous robotic Systems – distributed intelligent 
Systems and Algorithms laboratory

16-17/11/2011
international seminar “the glass in the 20th

century Architecture: preservation and restoration,” 
Accademia di architettura, mendrisio – laboratory of 
techniques and preservation of modern Architecture

28/11/2010
Symposium “Athens in crisis,” benaki museum, 
Athens – laboratory for the production of Architecture

sampling of international events organized by our school’s laboratories

nac s a c a
“living With riSKS: hoW to build neW formS of expertiSe”

The area of risk management is booming today, as much in 
the political and economic arenas as in the area of scientific 
research. ENAC made this theme the central focus of its
Research Day in June 2010. The program included the “Terre 
des risques” installation, set up by the Study Group on the 
Spatiality of Risks (ESpRi), stands presenting various ENAC 
laboratories working on problems involving risk, three well-
known invited speakers and a PhD poster session. 

t nt nat ona s os on
st t a tono o s o ot c s st s

The Symposium on Distributed Autonomous Robotic Sys-
tems provided a forum for the exchange and stimulation of 
research into advanced distributed robotic systems, a rapidly 
growing, interdisciplinary field at the intersection of compu-
ter science, communication and control systems, and elec-
trical and mechanical engineering. Technologies, algorithms, 
system architectures, and applications were presented and 
discussed during a three-day symposium. DARS was an ex-
cellent 10th anniversary edition thanks to the high quality of 
the submissions and a panel of outstanding speakers, and 
provided an exciting environment for the presentation of no-
vel theoretical results, implementations and applications. 

IN REVIEW



Marilyne Andersen will bring energy and 
vision to EPFL’s Institute of Architecture. 
Her research interests lie at the crossroads 
of social, technological and environmental 
issues. She develops daylighting visualiza-
tion methods in close collaboration with 
architects and engineers, and analyzes 
the many factors that influence the in-
terior built environment and its interac-
tions with climate. She collaborates with 
the Harvard Medical School to study the 
photo-biological impact of natural light on 
circadian rhythms and has developed sy-
nergies with other laboratories at EPFL
within and outside of ENAC as well as ins-
titutions in the UK, Belgium and the US
on improving energy-efficiency, comfort 
and health in buildings using natural re-
sources. She will also help strengthen ties 
between EPFL and its future campus in 
Ras al Khaymah (United Arab Emirates).
Marilyne Andersen is a Swiss citizen. She 
earned a degree in physics and then a PhD 
in building physics at EPFL. Since 2004 
she has directed MIT’s Daylighting La-
boratory. She has received many distinc-
tions, including the Chorafas Foundation 
Prize in 2005 and the Taylor Technical 
Talent Award in 2009.

Janet Hering has been the director of the 
Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Scien-
ce & Technology (Eawag) and professor 
at ETH Zurich since 2007. From 1996 
to 2006, she was a professor at the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology (Caltech), 
where she also served as the executive
officer for the Keck Laboratories for 
Bioengineering, Environmental Science & 
Engineering, and Materials Science from 
2003 to 2006. Prior to 1996, she was an 
assistant and later associate professor of 
civil and environmental engineering at 
UCLA. She has an A.B. in chemistry from 
Cornell University, and A.M. in chemistry 
from Harvard University and a PhD in 
oceanography from the MIT-Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution Joint Program. 
Hering’s research interests include the 
biogeochemical cycling of trace elements 
in natural waters and water treatment 
technologies for the removal of inorganic 
contaminants from potable water. She will 
divide her time equally between the two 
Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology.

In addition to being the director of the 
Department of Environmental Toxicology 

at the Eawag, Kristin Schirmer is also an
adjunct professor in the Department of 
Biology at the University of Waterloo 
(Canada) and a senior lecturer in environ-
mental toxicology at ETH Zurich. Schir-
mer’s field of expertise is environmental 
toxicology, particularly the study of ani-
mal cells. She cooperates closely with eco-
logists, hydrogeologists, microbiologists, 
chemists and engineers. Her background 
and leadership qualities will enable her to 
further strengthen existing ties among the 
various researchers in EPFL’s School of 
Architecture, Civil and Environmental En-
gineering. Schirmer earned a master’s de-
gree in biology at Universität Hohenheim 
(Germany), and then a PhD at the Uni-
versity of Waterloo, where she has held 
a position as an adjunct professor since 
April 1999. Between July 2003 and De-
cember 2007, she was the director of the 
Department of Toxicology at the Centre 
for Environmental Research in Leipzig.  

Emmanuel Rey is an expert in sustaina-
ble architecture, particularly concerned 
with how sustainability principles operate 
at various levels – from city planning 
to construction components – and how 
evaluative and innovative criteria can be 
incorporated into the architectural pro-
ject. His interdisciplinary approaches help 
build dynamic ties between engineers and 
architects. Rey, a Swiss citizen, earned 
his architecture degree at EPFL in 1997, 
followed in 1999 by a European postgra-
duate diploma in architecture and sus-
tainable development conferred jointly
by EPFL, the Université Catholique de 
Louvain, ENSA Toulouse and the Archi-

ac t

Janet Hering
Full Professor of Environmental Chemistry

Emmanuel Rey
Tenure-track Assistant Professor of Architecture 

and Sustainable Construction Technologies

Marilyne Andersen
Associate Professor of Sustainable

Construction Technologies

Kristin Schirmer
Adjunct Professor

of Environmental Toxicology

n o sso s
a o nt at nac n



Paolo Perona
SNF Assistant Professor

o ot ons a t s

Prof. J.-D. Marchand
Prof. V. Slaveykova-Startcheva

visiting professors and academic hosts 2010

Architecture
Jean-Pierre Adam – Thirugnanasuntha-
ran Aravinthan – Marco Bakker – Frank 
Barkow – Timothy Benton – Alexandre 
Blanc – François Charbonnet – Adalberto 
Dias – Bill Dunster  – Urs Egg – Yvonne 
Farrell – Christian Gilot – Jean-Paul 
Jaccaud – Anne Lacaton – Patxi Mangado 
– Shelley McNamara – Pier Nicola Pagliara  
– Charles Pictet – Marco Rampini – Camilo 
Rebelo – Deborah Saunt – Eduardo Souto 
de Moura – Stephen Taylor – Jean-Philippe 
Vassal – Ariane Widmer-Pham

Civil Engineering
Robert Amor – Jan Belis – Didia Cameira 
Covas – Felix Darve – John Mark Gray – 
Alfred Hatt – Tomasz Hueckel – Seokwon 
Jeon – Dinis Juizo – André Roy

Environmental Engineering
Wilfried Brutsaert – Gregory William 
Characklis – Stephen Drake – Lyatt Jaeglé 
– Fengxiang Jin – Florent Joerin – David 
Johnson – Dorothy Parker – Graham San-
der – Nicolaas Cornelis Van de Giesen

urban & regional planning
Moshe Ben-Akiva - Julio Cesar De Car-
valho – Marc Demange – Jill Litt – Ashok 
Pandey – Christophe Picouleau – Theodoros 
Tsekeris

ENAC
Anne Nolin

Associate Professor
Vincent Kaufmann

Senior Scientist
Y. Pedrazzini

IN REVIEW

nac ac t s a o nt o ts

Prof. Marilyne Andersen
Visiting Scientist

massachusetts institute of technology,
cambridge, uSA

Prof. Jed Oliver Kaplan
Adjunct Assistant Professor

university of victoria,
canada

Prof. Lyesse Laloui
Adjunct Full Professor

School of civil and environmental engineering,
duke university, durham, uSA

Prof. André Mermoud
Associate Professor

institut international d’ingénierie de l’eau et de l’environnement (2ie), 
ouagadougou, burkina faso

Prof. Marc Parlange
Adjunct Professor

School of engineering, Johns hopkins university,
baltimore, uSA

Dr. Darren Robinson
Visiting Professor

vtt technical research centre of finland

tectural Association School of Architecture 
in London. In 2006, while managing the 
Bauart Architectes et Urbanistes SA firm 
with his partners in Bern, Neuchâtel and 
Zurich, he completed his PhD at the Uni-
versité Catholique de Louvain.

Paolo Perona has been senior research asso-
ciate at the Institute of Environmental Engi-
neering  of ETH Zurich (2003-2010), post- 
doc at Politecnico di Torino (2001-2003), 
and holds a PhD in hydraulic engineering 
from Politecnico di Milano (2001). His re-
search interests are in experimentation and
modelling in fluid mechanics, rheology and 
time series analysis. Recent studies address 
the dynamics of river and riparian vegeta-
tion, the hydrology of alpine catchments 
and the search for innovative strategies
of optimal water allocation between tra-
ditional and non-traditional water uses 
toward long-term sustainable management 
of water resources.



a anc assoc at on
Alliance, a technology transfer consortium for western Swit-
zerland and the canton Ticino, awards a yearly prize to an 
EPFL invention that “appears promising, and which encou-
rages creativity, innovation, curiosity and imagination.” Out 
of the 80 inventions chosen to be included in the competi-
tion, the jury awarded Aurelio Muttoni, director of ENAC’s 
Concete Construction Laboratory and his collaborator Miguel 
Fernandez Ruiz. Their invention was a system for improving 
anchoring in thin concrete slabs using nails made of high-
performance concrete; this is a solution that avoids corrosion 
problems caused by traditional anchoring systems.

n c a c t ct nna o n on
The Venice 2010 Architecture Biennale’s Gold Lion Prize for 
Best National Participation was awarded to the Kingdom of 
Bahrain and ENAC’s Laboratory for Architectural Production 
(LAPA). The Bahrain exhibition curator was EPFL graduate 
Noura Al-Sayeh, and Professor Harry Gugger and Leopold 
Banchini from LAPA designed the exhibition in collaboration 
with the Bahraini Ministry of Culture and Information. The 
exhibition concluded a year-long LAPA studio in which EPFL
and University of Bahrain students developed a “Cultural
Master Plan for the Kingdom of Bahrain.” LAPA’s latest book, 
“Bahrain Lessons,” was officially launched at the opening.

t o nt nat ona a a s
o o sso an a na o

Professor Andrea Rinaldo was awarded the Hydrology Days 
Lecturer and Borland Award from the American Geophysical 
Union (AGU) in March 2010 for “pathbreaking contributions 
to the field of ecohydrology.” This work, done in EPFL’s Labo-
ratory of Ecohydrology – established at the beginning of 2008 
– aims to find ways to integrate riparian systems into large-
scale water resource management, develop spatial strategies to 
minimize loss of freshwater biodiversity, and launch effective 
prevention campaigns against epidemics of water-borne di-
seases; all issues of great practical importance to human life 
and to social and ecosystem welfare.

Along with colleague and friend Professor Ignacio Rodriguez-
Iturbe (Princeton University, USA), Rinaldo was awarded the 
Creativity Prize of the “Prince Sultan Bin Abdulaziz Interna-
tional Prize for Water” in November 2010, for “their inven-
tion and development of the new field of ecohydrology, which 
bridges the gap between the physical and life sciences.” Also 
from the press release: “The work being awarded represents 
the joint Princeton-Lausanne research group that was built by 
the two prizewinners through years of collaboration. ...Their 
work facilitates avenues of research into many areas of vital 
importance for society, especially where the ecological signifi-
cance of human water use is at issue.”

a a a a n a at cto
The magazine Wallpaper* – the must-have fashion and design 
bible – recognized two 2010 EPFL architecture graduates, 
Estelle Lépine and Shin Koseki, who appeared in the interna-
tional “Next Generation” selection in the magazine’s January 
2011 issue. Estelle Lépine’s master’s project was a high al-
titude refuge for the “Aiguille du Goûter” on the flanks of 
Mt. Blanc in France. Shin Koseki’s was a skyscraper in Man- 
hattan artfully interconnected with its urban surroundings.

st nct ons a a s
our school has made an impact in the world: here is a sampling of awards received in 2010



BERTUZZO Enrico
Aleardo zuliani Award for phd thesis, venezia, Italy

BHASKAR Ashish
prix swiss Association of road and Transportation
Experts (vss) for outstanding phd thesis

BOBERG Maria
3rd best poster Award, ENAC research day, Epfl lausanne

DIETZ Dieter - EGG Urs - MEILI Christian -
BAUR Raffael - VISCHER Dieter
uNdENd Architecture Ag zurich
1st prize “studienwettbewerb” park Altenrhein, st. gallen

DESHOGUES Arnaud
best paper Award, International society for photogrammetry and 
remote sensing (Isprs), Commission vI mid-Term symposium, 
Enschede, The Netherlands

EGGENBERG Niklaus
Honorable mention, dissertation Award in areas related to aviation, 
Institute for operations research and the management science 
(INforms) Annual meeting, Austin Tx, usA

GUGGER Harry et al.
golden lion, 12th International Architecture Exhibition, venezia, Italy

HALDI Frédéric - ROBINSON Darren
building and Environment journal 2010 best paper Award

HUDERT Markus
3rd best poster Award, ENAC research day, Epfl lausanne

HUANG Jeffrey 
recipient of berkman fellowship, Harvard university, usA

LAORY Irwanda - 
KRIPAKARAN Prakash - SMITH Ian F.C.
best paper Award, xvII Eg-ICE Workshop on Intelligent
Computing in Engineering 2010, Nottingham, uK

LEBET Jean-Paul - HIRT Manfred A.
roberval prize for their book “Traité de génie Civil 12:
pont en Acier” published at the ppur

LESTUZZI Pierino - BADOUX Marc
roberval prize for their book “génie parasismique – Conception et 
dimensionnement des bâtiments” published at the ppur

LIPS Stefan
Ernst & sohn achievement awards, 8th fib phd
symposium 2010, Kgs. lyngby, denmark

LOCHMATTER Thomas - AYDIN Ebru - 
NAVARRO Iñaki - MARTINOLI Alcherio
finalist, best paper Award, 10th International symposium on
distributed Autonomous robotic systems (dArs 2010), lausanne

MERMOUD Grégory - MATTHEY Loïc - 
EVANS William Christopher -
MARTINOLI Alcherio
finalist for CoTesys best robotics paper Award, 9th International 
Conference on Autonomous Agents and multi-Agent systems
(AAmAs 2010), Toronto, Canada

NADEAU Daniel
outstanding student paper Award, 2009 fall meeting American 
geophysical union (Agu), san francisco, usA

NUTH Mathieu
AlErT geomaterials phd prize 2010, Aussois, france

NOSHIRAVANI Talayeh -
BRÜHWILER Eugen
2nd best paper Award, 8th fib phd symposium 2010,
Kgs. lyngby, denmark

PARLANGE Marc
“prix polysphère” 2009-2010 for the best teacher
of ENAC school, Epfl lausanne

REY Emmanuel / bAuArT Architectes et urbanistes sA, Neuchâtel
Nominated, “distinction romande d’architecture drA II 2010”/
1st prize “Concours pour le bâtiment de la microtechnique sur le site de la 
maladière à Neuchâtel,” in collaboration with ErNE

RINALDO Andrea
Hydrology days Award lecturer, 30th Annual American geophysical 
union (Agu) Hydrology days, Colorado state university, usA

RINALDO Andrea -
RODRIGUEZ-ITURBE Ignacio
Creativity prize “prince sultan bin Abdulaziz International prize for 
Water,” 4th International Conference on Water resources and Arid 
Environments, riyadh, saudi Arabia

RHODE-BARBARIGOS Landolf-Giosef
best poster Award, ENAC research day, Epfl lausanne

RYCHEN Patrick
2nd best poster Award, ENAC research day, Epfl lausanne

SCARTEZZINI Jean-Louis et al.
best paper Award finalist, International Conference on Applied Energy 
ICAE 2010, singapore

SCHLEISS Marc
finalist for the best student paper award, 6th European Conference on 
radar in meteorology and Hydrology (ErAd 2010), sibiu, romania

STAUFER Astrid -
HASLER Thomas / staufer & Hasler Architekten Ag
1st prize “bbz bildungs- und beratungszentrum
Arenenberg, Neubau,” Thurgovie

VACCA Ilaria
2nd best poster Award, ENAC research day, Epfl lausanne

VACCA Ilaria - SALANI Matteo
ranked 16th in the top 25 hottest articles of the journal Transportation 
research part b for the period january-march 2010

WU Yu-Ting
best student paper Award at the 19th symposium on boundary
layers and Turbulence of the American meteorological society
in Keystone, Colorado, usA

Teaching and research Awards

IN REVIEW



prix a3-epfl - architecture
Jessica Matthey de l’Endroit / Architecture

prix arditi
Shin Koseki / Architecture

prix asep - association suisse
des entreprises de précontrainte
Richard Thürler / Civil Engineering

prix de l’association ingénieurs géomètres
de suisse occidentale
Leïla Kislig / Environmental Engineering

prix bcv
Stéphanie Dennig / Architecture
Christophe Neyroud / Architecture
Coralie Pfister / Architecture
Grégoire Polikar / Architecture
Caroline Sicre / Architecture
Marine Skolka / Architecture
Raffaele Stefani / Architecture
Lauréline Zeender / Architecture

prix beton holcim
Richard Thürler / Civil Engineering

prix bg ingénieurs-conseils:
construction et developpement durable
Lilli Gloria Asami / Architecture
Asako Berwert / Architecture

prix bg ingénieurs-conseils:
systèmes et développememt durable
Juliana León / Environmental Engineering

prix de la commune de chavannes
Line Frossard / Architecture

csd award
Jan Philipp Robra / Environmental Engineering
Laetitia Carles / Environmental Engineering

distinction gco (groupe spécialisé pour
la conservation des ouvrages sia)
Elena Broncano / Architecture

prix geosuisse - société suisse de géomatique
et de gestion du territoire
Danielle Tendall / Environmental Engineering

luce grivat awards
Murielle Thomet / Environmental Engineering
Danielle Tendall / Environmental Engineering

prix Jacques martin-zwahlen & mayr
Sylvain Chaubert / Civil Engineering
Melchior von Rotz / Civil Engineering

prix maurhofer
Jean-Pascal Moret / Architecture
Jakob Loock / Architecture

merit prize epfl
Raymond Gauthier / Architecture

prix orlando lauti
Aline Juon / Architecture
Jessica Matthey de l’Endroit / Architecture

prix sia section vaudoise
Marie Dougoud / Architecture
Alexandre Aviolat / Architecture
Olivier Ilegems / Architecture

prix sgeb - société suisse du génie parasismique
Verena Jungeblut / Civil Engineering
El Mehdi Khaldoun / Civil Engineering

prix stücky
Etienne Dufey / Civil Engineering

svor / asro prize -
swiss operations research society
Aurélie Glerum / Civil Engineering

prix upiav - union patronale
des ingénieurs et architectes vaudois
Vincent Michel / Architecture
Eleanor Thalia Mir / Architecture
Mickaël Pinheiro / Architecture
Barbora Pisanova / Architecture
Florian Rochat / Architecture
Régis Widmer / Architecture
Etienne Dufey / Civil Engineering
Laetitia Bettex / Civil Engineering

bs/ms student awards

st nct ons a a s



The full list of ENAC’s scientific output is available online:

SANTÉ ET DÉVELOP-
PEMENT TERRITORIAL

Simon Richoz – Louis-M. Boulianne –
 Jean Ruegg

presses polytechniques et universitaires romandes,
lausanne 2010 - iSbn 978-2-88074-840-1

ADRIATICO
la città dopo la crisi
Antonio Di Campli

list-Actar, barcelona 2010 - iSbn 978-8-89562-323-8

LEARNING
FROM VERNACULAR

Pierre Frey
Actes Sud, Arles 2010 - iSbn 978-2-7427-9388-4

SUPERSTUDIO
Roberto Gargiani – Beatrice Lampariello

laterza, roma-bari 2010 - iSbn 978-8-84209-317-6

HONEGGER FRÈRES
Architectes et constructeurs (1930-1969)

De la production au patrimoine
Franz Graf – Christian Bischoff –

Yvan Delemontey – Philippe Grandvoinnet  
infolio editions, gollion 2010 - iSbn 978-2-88474-189-7

MYTHES ET PRATIQUES
DE LA COORDINATION

URBANISME-TRANSPORT
Regards croisés sur quatre

agglomérations suisses et françaises
Caroline Gallez – Vincent Kaufmann

inretS, lyon-bron 2010 - iSbn 978-2-85782-683-5

MICHEL BASSAND
Un sociologue de l’espace et son monde

Christophe Jaccoud – Vincent Kaufmann
presses polytechniques et universitaires romandes, lausanne 2010

iSbn 978-2-88074-762-6

L’ACTION PUBLIQUE
FACE À LA MOBILITÉ

Hanja Maksim – Stéphanie Vincent –
Caroline Gallez – Vincent Kaufmann

l’harmattan, paris 2010 - iSbn 978-2-296-11534-7

ET SI LES FRANÇAIS N’AVAIENT
PLUS SEULEMENT UNE

VOITURE DANS LA TÊTE?
Evolution de l’image des modes de transport

Vincent Kaufmann – Kamila Tabaka –
Nicolas Louvet – Jean-Marie Guidez

certu, lyon 2010 - iSbn 978-2-11-098931-4

UNIFORM MATERIAL LAW:
EXTENSION TO HIGH-

STRENGTH STEELS
A Methodology to Predict Fatigue

Life of High-Strength Steels
Sinan Korkmaz

vdm verlag dr. müller, Saarbrücken 2010 - iSbn 978-3-639-25625-3

MECHANICS OF
UNSATURATED GEOMATERIALS

Lyesse Laloui
iSte ltd / John Wiley & Sons inc., london 2010

iSbn 978-1-848-21266-4

IN DETAILS
DL-A Architects

Patrick Devanthéry – Inès Lamunière –
Joseph Abram

Archibooks + Sautereau éditeur, paris 2010
iSbn 978-2-35733-091-7

oo s IN REVIEW



INVENTARE IL MONDO
Una geografia della mondializzazione

Jacques Lévy (ed.)

bruno mondadori, milan 2010 - iSbn 978-8-861-59486-9

LE SFIDE CARTOGRAFICHE
Movimento partecipazione rischio

Emanuela Casti (ed.) – Jacques Lévy (ed.)

il lavoro editoriale, Ancona 2010 - iSbn 978-8-87663-447-5

EUGÈNE BEAUDOUIN ET
L’ENSEIGNEMENT DE

L’ARCHITECTURE À GENÈVE
Colette Raffaele

presses polytechniques et universitaires romandes, lausanne 2010
iSbn 978-2-88074-791-6

LA CONSTRUCTION ET
SON ENVIRONNEMENT

EN DROIT PUBLIC
Eléments choisis pour les architectes,

les ingénieurs et les experts de l’immobilier
Jean-B. Zufferey – Isabelle Romy

presses polytechniques et universitaires romandes, lausanne 2010
iSbn 978-2-88074-826-5

TIMBER PROJECT
Nouvelles formes d’architectures en bois

Yves Weinand
presses polytechniques et universitaires romandes, lausanne 2010

iSbn 978-2-88074-839-5
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dynamic list on the web: 

ARCHITECTURE

ABOU JAOUDÉ Georges – Associate Professor

the architectural and digital model as representation of the project, photography and
digital photo architecture and hyperreality of the domain of computer science

n o at c an s a at on a o ato

  
ANDERSEN Marilyne – Associate Professor

Sustainable architecture, daylighting strategies, energy-efficient design, façade
technology, human comfort and health in buildings, climate-responsive envelopes

nt sc na a o ato o o anc nt at s n

    
BASSI Andrea – Associate Professor

urban project, construction technologies, energy considerations for building
a o ato o an a c t ct a

    
BERGER Patrick – Full Professor

understanding and representation of the natural and built environment,
the project at different scales of environment and architecture
an a an a c t ct a ann n a o ato ta

    
COGATO LANZA Elena – Senior Scientist

theory of urban and territorial design, history of urbanism
const ct on an cons at on a o ato cc

    
DIETZ Dieter – Associate Professor

processual knowledge in architectural training, cultural analysis at the
interface between the theory and practice of a project
s n st o on t conc t on o s ac a c

    
FREY Pierre – Adjunct Professor

history of Architecure, archiving and recording of projects
in architecture and civil engineering
a c s o o n n ac

    
GARGIANI Roberto – Full Professor

theory and history of techniques, materials, working processes,
structural systems, Analysis of constructive aspects of buildings
t o an sto o a c t ct a o ato t

    
GRAF Franz – Associate Professor

building and comfort technologies, preservation and reuse project of the modern architecture

a o ato o t c n s an s at on o o n a c t ct tsa

GUGGER Harry – Full Professor

Architectural design, urban planning, project management, construction
management, research in teaching methods, research in architectural production
a o ato o t o ct on o a c t ct a a

  
HASLER Thomas – Associate Professor

theory and history of architecture, project design
a o ato o ss on a

  
HUANG Jeffrey – Full Professor

design thinking, interactive space smart buildings, digital architecture
a an s n a o ato

  
LAMUNIÈRE Inès – Full Professor

Architectural history in urban environments, new typologies of buildings,
contemporary re-qualifications of the notion of “city”
an a c t ct an o t a o ato a

  
LUCAN Jacques – Associate Professor

theory of architecture, history of the theories of composition
t o an sto o a c t ct a o ato t

  
MARCHAND Bruno – Full Professor

theory of architecture, rational architecture, relationships between
public spaces and collective housing
t o an sto o a c t ct a o ato t

    
MESTELAN Patrick – Full Professor

theory and critic of architectural and urban design, the institution and the public space

st o o a c t ct an t c t s nst t t ons a c

    
ORTELLI Luca – Full Professor

Architectural design within historic contexts, re-use and transformation
of existing buildings, housing as urban project
const ct on an cons at on a o ato cc

    
REY Emmanuel – Assistant Professor Tenure Track

Sustainable architecture, urban and architectural project, Sustainable constru-
ction technologies, regeneration of urban wastelands, Sustainable districts
a o ato o a c t ct an s sta na t c no o s ast ast

    
STAUFER Astrid – Associate Professor

theory and history of architecture, project design
a o ato o ss on a

t s s dynamic list on the web: 
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ast



CIVIL ENGINEERING

ANCEY Christophe – Associate Professor

rheology & fluid dynamics of geophysical flow and the resulting hazards,
modeling of natural hazards induced by water and avalanches,
physics of bed load transport
n on nta a cs a o ato

    
BEYER Katrin – Assistant Professor Tenure Track

performance-based seismic design and assessment of structures,
displacement-based design, Seismic behaviour of reinforced concrete and
unreinforced masonry structures, large-scale testing, Structural dynamics
a t a n n n an st ct a na cs a o ato s

    
BRÜHWILER Eugen – Full Professor

Safety and reliability of existing structures, durability of reinforced concrete
structures, ultra-high performance fibre-reinforced concrete
for the rehabilitation of structures
st ct a a nt nanc an sa t a o ato cs

    
DENARIÉ Emmanuel – Senior Scientist

rehabilitation of reinforced concrete structures, engineering and applications
of ultra-high performance fibre-reinforced concretes, time dependent
response of cementitious materials
st ct a a nt nanc an sa t a o ato cs

    
DUMONT André-Gilles – Full Professor

design of traffic facilities and transport infrastructures, transport and
telematic, infrastructure maintenance management
t a c ac t s a o ato a oc

    
KELLER Thomas – Full Professor

Structural design, Advanced composite materials,
multifunctional sandwich structures
co os t const ct on a o ato cc a

    
LABIOUSE Vincent – Senior Scientist

cliff instabilities, design of deep tunnels, mechanical behaviour
of poor rocks, foundation engineering
oc c an cs a o ato

    
LALOUI Lyesse – Adjunct Professor

geomechanics, geotechnical and environmental engineering,
mechanics of multiphase porous materials
so c an cs a o ato s

LEBET Jean-Paul – Adjunct Professor

design evaluation of structures, failures analyses, Steel-concrete composite
bridge behaviour, Steel-concrete composite columns and beams
st st ct s a o ato co

    
LESTUZZI Pierino – Senior Scientist

Seismic behavior of reinforced concrete and masonry structures, Seismic evaluation
of existing structures, Seismic vulnerability of cultural heritage buildings
a co t n an c an cs a o ato ac

    
MOLINARI Jean-François – Associate Professor

damage mechanisms in materials and structures, contact mechanics,
multiscale modeling: from atoms to continuum, Scientific computing
co tat ona so c an cs a o ato s s

    
MUTTONI Aurelio – Full Professor

conceptual design and dimensioning of structures, mechanical behavior of
ultra-high performance concrete elements and soil-structure interaction
st ct a conc t a o ato ton

    
NUSSBAUMER Alain – Adjunct Professor

Structural design of steel and steel-concrete composite structures, tubular
structures and bridges, fatigue and fracture of new and existing steel and
aluminum structures, probabilistic fracture mechanics and size effects
st st ct s a o ato co

    
PARRIAUX Aurèle – Full Professor

hydrogeology of unstable slopes, geological hazards, behaviour of
cataclastic rocks in civil engineering underground works,
management of underground water
n n n an n on nta o o a o ato o

    
RASTOGI Pramod – Adjunct Professor

development of new speckle techniques, development of new holographic
techniques, fringe analysis using phase shifting techniques
a co t n an c an cs a o ato ac

    
ROBINSON Darren – Senior Scientist

urban resource flow modelling (energy/water/waste), urban microclimate,
Solar radiation and daylight modelling, building simulation
(thermal/airflow/lighting), thermal comfort
so a n an n s cs a o ato so

t s s
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dynamic list on the web: 

SCARTEZZINI Jean-Louis – Full Professor

daylighting systems, photometry & colorimetry, biomimetic control,
optimal stochastic control, energy in buildings, decision tools
so a n an n s cs a o ato so

    
SCHLEISS Anton – Full Professor

hydraulic engineering and design of hydraulic structures and schemes,
interaction hydraulic structures with water, air, sediments and rock,
numerical and physical modeling, flood modeling and forecast
a c const ct ons a o ato c

    
SMITH Ian – Full Professor

Active structures, Structural identification, Sensor network design,
computer-aided engineering, engineer-computer interaction
a co t n an c an cs a o ato ac

    
VULLIET Laurent – Full Professor

design and testing of geostructures, constitutive modeling, elasto-visco-plasticity,
numerical modeling, natural hazards: risk management
so c an cs a o ato s

    
WEINAND Yves – Associate Professor

composite frames of wood and glass, timber rib shells, origami, fractal
geometry, Welding for wood, Stability of ribbed wooden shells
c a o t const ct on o s

    
ZHAO Jian – Full Professor

rock dynamics, tbm excavation, rock engineering of tunnels:
slope and foundation, testing characterisation and monitoring,
earthquake and blast protection
oc c an cs a o ato

URBAN AND
REGIONAL SCIENCES

BIERLAIRE Michel – Associate Professor

transportation analysis, operations research, discrete choice models,
nonlinear optimization
t ans o tat on an o t a o ato t ans o

BOLAY Jean-Claude – Adjunct Professor

Social practices in urban societies, rural-urban interface, urban environment
and social disparities, director of international cooperation
an soc o o a o ato as

    
GEROLIMINIS Nikolas – Assistant Professor Tenure Track

traffic flow and control, transport analysis, transport operations
an t ans o t s st s a o ato ts

    
GNANSOUNOU Edgard – Adjunct Professor

integrated energy planning, vulnerability of energy supply, life-cycle analysis
of energy systems, Sustainability of renerwable energies (incl. bio-energy)
o n an n ann n s a c o

    
KAUFMANN Vincent – Associate Professor

mobility, habitat and residential history, violence and security,
urban sprawl and gentrification, commuting
an soc o o a o ato as

    
LÉVY Jacques – Full Professor

urbanism, land use planning and territorial development, globalization,
political space, epistemology of social science
c os a o ato ac

    
NOVEMBER Valérie – SNF Assistant Professor

urban, social and environmental risks, risk assessment and management,
role of stakeholders, vulnerability of urban infrastructures
st o on t s at a t o s s s o

    
PEDRAZZINI Yves – Senior Scientist

urban sociology, urban studies, violence and insecurity, urban planning and
development, Southern urbanization
an soc o o a o ato as

    
SCHULER Martin – Adjunct Professor

territorial development and town planning, urban planning,
mobility and environment
an an ona ann n co n t c at

    
THALMANN Philippe – Associate Professor

environmental economics, economics of sustainable development,
housing economics, real estate economics
cono cs an n on nta ana nt a o ato
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ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEERING

AREY J. Samuel – Assistant Professor Tenure Track

environmental chemical processes affecting organic pollutants, computational
quantum chemistry and thermodynamics, phase partitioning and sorption models,
oil spills, two-dimensional gas chromatography (gcxgc)
n on nta c st o n a o ato c

    
BARRY D. Andrew – Full Professor

Water quality, contaminated land/soils, numerical modelling, constructed wetlands
co o ca n n n a o ato co

    
BERNE Alexis – Assistant Professor Tenure Track

remote sensing (radar, microwave,...), hydrometeorology, geostatistics
n on nta ot s ns n a o ato t

    
BERNIER-LATMANI Rizlan – Assistant Professor Tenure Track

metal-microbe interactions, metal bioremediation, gene expression,
biogenic nanoparticles, geobiology
n on nta c o o o a o ato

    
BUTTLER Alexandre – Adjunct Professor

ecology, Quantitative methods, ecosystem and landscape restoration and
management, biodiversity, biogeochemical cycles, Wetlands,
pasture woodlands, invasions
co o ca s st s a o ato cos

    
DE ALENCASTRO Luiz Felippe – Senior Scientist

Analytical chemistry of environmental trace pollutants, fate and impact of contami-
nants in the ecosystem, Water quality, Scientific cooperation with developing countries
c nt a n on nta a o ato c

    
GOLAY François – Full Professor

giS application design, Spatial decision support systems, geospatial data infra-
structures, giS for environmental management and for urban studies and design
o a c n o at on s st s a o ato as

    
HERING Janet – Full Professor

biogeochemical cycling of trace metals and metalloids, mineral weathering
and reactions at mineral surfaces, Water treatment processes for removal
of inorganic contaminants

a a o nt o sso s on n on nta c st

HOLLIGER Christof – Associate Professor

bio treatment of gas, wastewater and waste, microbial remediation of
contaminated soils, molecular caracterization of microbial communities
a o ato o n on nta ot c no o

    
KAPLAN Jed Oliver – SNF Assistant Professor

climate change and global biogeochemical cycles, earth system modeling,
land-atmosphere interactions, evolution of agriculture, technology,
and civilizations, paleoclimate and paleoenvironmental change
so tat on at os s a c o a

    
KOHN Tamar – Assistant Professor Tenure Track

degradation and elimination of chemical pollutants, Solar disinfection
of viruses, low-cost water treatment
n on nta c st a o ato c

    
LUDWIG Christian – Adjunct Professor

Waste processing, materials cycles and resource recovery, thermochemical
processes, trace compounds in hot process gases,
chemistry at the solid/water interface

s o nt o sso s on so ast t at nt

    
MARTINOLI Alcherio – Associate Professor

Swarm intelligence, distributed and networked robotics, S&A networks
st t nt nt s st s an a o t s a o ato sa

    
MERMINOD Bertrand – Full Professor

Acquisition of topographical data, geodesy, Satellite positioning, pedestrian   
navigation, indoor positioning, least squares estimation, Kalman filtering
o t c n n n a o ato to o

    
MERMOUD André – Adjunct Professor

hydro-agro-meteorology, Soil physics and transfer processes,
Water management, Water system equipment
a o ato o co o o c o

    
PARLANGE Marc – Full Professor

land-atmosphere exchange, large eddy Simulation (leS), evaporation,
Snow physics, Atmospheric boundary layer
n on nta c an cs a o ato

t s s

ENVIRONVIRONVI NMNMN ENTALMENTALM
ENGINEERING

AREY J. Samuel – Assistant Professor Tenure Track

environmental chemical processes affecting organic pollutants, computational
quantum chemistry and thermodynamics, phase partitioning and sorption models,
oil spills, two-dimensional gas chromatography (two-dimensional gas chromatography (t gcxgc)
n on ntatat c st o n a o atata o c

    
BARRY D. Andrew – Full Professorndrew – Full Professorndrew

Water quality, contaminated land/soils, numerical modelling, constructed wetlands
co o ca n n n a o atata o co

    
BERNE Alexis – Assistant Professor Tenure Track

remote sensing (radar, microwave,...), hydrometeorology, geostatistics
n on ntatat ot s ns n a o atata o t

    
BERNIER-LATMANI Rizlan – Assistant Professor Tenure Track

metal-microbe interactions, metal bioremediation, gene expression,
biogenic nanoparticles, geobiology
n on ntatat c o o o a o atata o

    
BUTTLER Alexandre – Adjunct Professor

ecology, Quantitative methods, ecosystem and landscape restoration and
management, biodiversity, biogeochemical cycles, Wetlands,
pasture woodlands, invasions
co o ca s st s a o atata o cos

    
DE ALENCASTRO Luiz FelippeFelippeF  – Senior Scientist

Analytical chemistry of environmental trace pollutants, fate and impact of contami-
nants in the ecosystem, Water quality, Scientific cooperation with developing countries
c nt a n on ntatat a o atata o c

    
GOLAY François – Full Professor

giS application design, Spatial decision support systems, geospatial data infra-
structures, giS for environmental management and for urban studies and design
o a c n o atata on s st s a o atata o as

    
HERING Janet – Full Professor

biogeochemical cycling of trace metals and metalloids, mineral weathering
and reactions at mineral surfaces, Water treatment processes for removal
of inorganic contaminants

aaaa aa o nt o sso s on n on ntatat c st

HOLLIGER Christof – Associate ProfessorIGER Christof – Associate ProfessorIGER Christof

bio treatment of gas, wastewater and waste, microbial remediation of
contaminated soils, molecular caracterization of microbial communities
a o atata o o n on ntatat ot c no o

    
KAPLAN Jed Oliver – SNF Assistant Professor

climate change and global biogeochemical cycles, earth system modeling,
land-atmosphere interactions, evolution of agriculture, technology,
and civilizations, paleoclimate and paleoenvironmental change
so tatat tata on at os s a c o a

    
KOHN TamarTamarT  – Assistant Professor Tenure Track

degradation and elimination of chemical pollutants, Solar disinfection
of viruses, low-cost water treatment
n on ntatat c st a o atata o c

    
LUDWIG Christian – Adjunct Professor

Waste processing, materials cycles and resource recovery, thermochemical
processes, trace compounds in hot process gases,
chemistry at the solid/water interface

s o nt o sso s on so ast t atata nt

    
MARTINOLI Alcherio – Associate Professor

Swarm intelligence, distributed and networked robotics, S&A networks
st t nt nt s st s an a o t s a o atata o sa

    
MERMINOD Bertrand – Full Professor

Acquisition of topographical data, geodesy, Satellite positioning, pedestrian   
navigation, indoor positioning, least squares estimation, Kalman filtering
o t c n n n a o atata o to o

    
MERMOUD André – Adjunct Professor

hydro-agro-meteorology, Soil physics and transfer processes,
Water management, Water system equipment
a o atata o o co o o c o

    
PARPARP LANGE Marc – Full Professor

land-atmosphere exchange, large eddy Simulation (leS), evaporation,
Snow physics, Atmospheric boundary layer
n on ntatat c an cs a o atata o



dynamic list on the web: 

PERONA Paolo – SNF Assistant Professor

river mechanics and erosion processes, Alpine catchments ecohydrology,
rheology and fluid mechanics, time Series Analysis, Stochastic and dynamical
systems theory, optimization and decisional techniques
a o cono cs a n n on nta na cs o a a

    
PORTÉ-AGEL Fernando – Full Professor

fluid dynamics (environmental and computational), Wind energy,
hydrokinetic energy, large-eddy Simulation, turbulence
n n n n an n a n a o ato

  
RINALDO Andrea – Full Professor

groundwater and surface hydrology, Solute transport processes,
fluvial geomorphology, ecohydrology
a o ato o co o o c o

    
SCHIRMER Kristin – Adjunct Professor

molecular and cellular mechanisms of toxicity in vertebrate cells,
in vitro alternatives to animal experiments, bioavailability of contaminants,
combined chemical and biological water quality monitoring
a o ato o n on nta to co o to

    
SKALOUD Jan – Senior Scientist

Kinematic positioning and attitude estimation mobile mapping, Satellite and
inertial navigation, Sensor integration and calibration, direct georeferencing
o t c n n n a o ato to o

  
VON GUNTEN Urs – Full Professor

drinking water quality, physical chemical water treatment,
oxidation and disinfection processes, micropollutant elimination,
disinfection by-product formation
a o ato o at a t an t at nt t

CHAIR OF LAW

DUBEY Jacques – Associate Professor

law, environmental and construction law
c a o a c t

    
ROMY Isabelle – Associate Professor

law, environmental and construction law
c a o a c t

DESIGN

KELLER Pierre – Adjunct Professor

industrial design
n s t o a t an s n a sann ca

dynamic list on the web: 

PERONA Paolo – SNF Assistant Professor

river mechanics and erosion processes, Alpine catchments ecohydrology,
rheology and fluid mechanics, time Series Analysis, Stochastic and dynamical
systems theory, optimization and decisional techniques
a o cono cs a n n on ntatat na cs o a a

    
PORTÉ-AGEL FernandoFernandoF  – Full Professor

fluid dynamics (environmental and computational), Wind energy,
hydrokinetic energy, large-eddy Simulation, turbulence
n n n n an n aa n a o atata o

  
RINALDO Andrea – Full Professor

groundwater and surface hydrology, Solute transport processes,
fluvial geomorphology, ecohydrology
a o atata o o co o o c o

    
SCHIRMER Kristin – Adjunct Professor

molecular and cellular mechanisms of toxicity in vertebrate cells,
in vitro alternatives to animal experiments, bioavailability of contaminants,
combined chemical and biological water quality monitoring
a o atata o o n on ntatat to co o to

    
SKASKASK LOUD Jan – Senior Scientist

Kinematic positioning and attitude estimation mobile mapping, Satellite and
inertial navigation, Sensor integration and calibration, direct georeferencing
o t c n n n a o atata o to o

  
VON GUNTEN Urs – Full Professor

drinking water quality, physical chemical water treatment,
oxidation and disinfection processes, micropollutant elimination,
disinfection by-product formation
a o atata o o atata a t an t atata nt t

CHAICHAICH R OAIR OAI F LA LA L W

DUBEY Jacques – Associate Professor

law, environmental and construction law
c a o a ca ca t

    
ROMY Isabelle – Associate Professor

law, environmental and construction law
c a o a ca ca t

DESIGN

KELLER Pierre – Adjunct Professor

industrial design
n s t o a t an s n a sann ca



All phone numbers start with (+41 21 69) dynamic list on the web: 

ABOU JAOUDÉ Georges 34215
georges.abou-jaoude@epfl.ch

ANCEY Christophe 33287
christophe.ancey@epfl.ch

ANDERSEN Marilyne 30882
marilyne.andersen@epfl.ch

AREY J. Samuel 38031
samuel.arey@epfl.ch

BARRY D. Andrew 35576
andrew.barry@epfl.ch

BASSI Andrea 30871
andrea.bassi@epfl.ch

BERGER Patrick 34659
patrick.berger@epfl.ch

BERNE Alexis 38051
alexis.berne@epfl.ch

BERNIER-LATMANI Rizlan 35001
rizlan.bernier-latmani@epfl.ch

BEYER Katrin 36234
katrin.beyer@epfl.ch

BIERLAIRE MICHEL 32537
michel.bierlaire@epfl.ch

BOLAY Jean-Claude 33012
jean-claude.bolay@epfl.ch

BRÜHWILER Eugen 32882
eugen.bruehwiler@epfl.ch

BUTTLER Alexandre 33939
alexandre.buttler@epfl.ch

CANTÀFORA Arduino 36261
arduino.cantafora@epfl.ch

COGATO LANZA Elena 36214
elena.cogatolanza@epfl.ch

DE ALENCASTRO Luiz Felippe 32729
felippe.dealencastro@epfl.ch

DENARIÉ Emmanuel 32893
emmanuel.denarie@epfl.ch

DIETZ Dieter 38001
dieter.dietz@epfl.ch

DUBEY Jacques 34719
jacques.dubey@epfl.ch

DUMONT André-Gilles 32389
andre-gilles.dumont@epfl.ch

FREY Pierre 35206
pierre.frey@epfl.ch

GARGIANI Roberto 33215
roberto.gargiani@epfl.ch

GEROLIMINIS Nikolas 32481
nikolas.geroliminis@epfl.ch

GNANSOUNOU Edgard 30627
edgard.gnansounou@epfl.ch

GOLAY François 35781
francois.golay@epfl.ch

GRAF Franz 39484
franz.graf@epfl.ch

GUGGER Harry 33214
harry.gugger@epfl.ch

HASLER Thomas 39474
thomas.hasler@epfl.ch

HERING Janet (+41 44) 823 50 01
janet.hering@epfl.ch

HOLLIGER Christof 34724
christof.holliger@epfl.ch

HUANG Jeffrey 31341
jeffrey.huang@epfl.ch

KAPLAN Jed Oliver 38058
jed.kaplan@epfl.ch

KAUFMANN Vincent 36229
vincent.kaufmann@epfl.ch

KELLER Pierre (+41 21) 316 99 33
pierre.keller@ecal.ch

KELLER Thomas 33226
thomas.keller@epfl.ch

KOHN Tamar 30891
tamar.kohn@epfl.ch

LABIOUSE Vincent 32323
vincent.labiouse@epfl.ch

LALOUI Lyesse 32314
lyesse.laloui@epfl.ch

LAMUNIÈRE Inès 33250
ines.lamuniere@epfl.ch

LEBET Jean-Paul 32439
jean-paul.lebet@epfl.ch

LESTUZZI Pierino 36362
pierino.lestuzzi@epfl.ch

LÉVY Jacques 32439
jacques.levy@epfl.ch

LUCAN Jacques 33257
jacques.lucan@epfl.ch

LUDWIG Christian (+41 56) 310 26 96
christian.ludwig@epfl.ch

MARCHAND Bruno 33239
bruno.marchand@epfl.ch

MARTINOLI Alcherio 36891
alcherio.martinoli@epfl.ch

MERMINOD Bertrand 32754
bertrand.merminod@epfl.ch

MERMOUD André 33726
andre.mermoud@epfl.ch

MESTELAN Patrick 33253
patrick.mestelan@epfl.ch

MOLINARI Jean-François 32411
jean-francois.molinari@epfl.ch

MUTTONI Aurelio 32881
aurelio.muttoni@epfl.ch

NOVEMBER Valérie  38061
valerie.november@epfl.ch

NUSSBAUMER Alain 32427
alain.nussbaumer@epfl.ch

ORTELLI Luca 33285
luca.ortelli@epfl.ch

PARLANGE Marc 36391
marc.parlange@epfl.ch

PARRIAUX Aurèle 32352
aurele.parriaux@epfl.ch

PEDRAZZINI Yves 34205
yves.pedrazzini@epfl.ch

PERONA Paolo 33803
paolo.peronar@epfl.ch

PORTÉ-AGEL Fernando 32726
fernando.ww-agel@epfl.ch

RASTOGI Pramod 32445
pramod.rastogi@epfl.ch

REY Emmanuel 30881
emmanuel.rey@epfl.ch

RINALDO Andrea 38034
andrea.rinaldo@epfl.ch

ROBINSON Darren 34543
darren.robinson@epfl.ch

ROMY Isabelle 34719
isabelle.romy@nkf.ch

SCARTEZZINI Jean-Louis 35549
jean-louis.scartezzini@epfl.ch

SCHIRMER Kristin 30861
kristin.schirmer@epfl.ch

SCHLEISS Anton 32382
anton.schleiss@epfl.ch

SCHULER Martin 33424
martin.schuler@epfl.ch

SKALOUD Jan  32753
jan.skaloud@epfl.ch

SMITH Ian  35242
ian.smith@epfl.ch

STAUFER Astrid  39474
thomas.hasler@epfl.ch

THALMANN Philippe  37321
philippe.thalmann@epfl.ch

VON GUNTEN Urs  30862
urs.vongunten@epfl.ch

VULLIET Laurent  38041
laurent.vulliet@epfl.ch

WEINAND Yves  32391
yves.weinand@epfl.ch

ZHAO Jian  32321
jian.zhao@epfl.ch

contacts All phone numbers start with (+41 21 69) dynamic list on the web: 

ABOU JAOUDÉ Georges 34215
georges.abou-jaoude@epfl.ch

ANCEY Christophe 33287
christophe.ancey@epfl.ch

ANDERSEN Marilyne 30882
marilyne.andersen@epfl.ch

AREY J. Samuel 38031
samuel.arey@epfl.ch

BARRY D. Andrew 35576
andrew.barry@epfl.ch

BASSI Andrea 30871
andrea.bassi@epfl.ch

BERGER Patrick 34659
patrick.berger@epfl.ch

BERNE Alexis 38051
alexis.berne@epfl.ch

BERNIER-LATMANI Rizlan 35001
rizlan.bernier-latmani@epfl.ch

BEYER Katrin 36234
katrin.beyer@epfl.ch

BIERLAIRE MICHEL 32537
michel.bierlaire@epfl.ch

BOLAY Jean-Claude 33012
jean-claude.bolay@epfl.ch

BRÜHWILER Eugen 32882
eugen.bruehwiler@epfl.ch

BUTTLER Alexandre 33939
alexandre.buttler@epfl.ch

CANTÀFORA Arduino 36261
arduino.cantafora@epfl.ch

COGATO LANZA Elena 36214
elena.cogatolanza@epfl.ch

DE ALENCASTRO Luiz CASTRO Luiz C FelippeFelippeF 32729
felippe.dealencastro@epfl.ch

DENARIÉ Emmanuel 32893
emmanuel.denarie@epfl.ch

DIETZ Dieter 38001
dieter.dietz@epfl.ch

DUBEY Jacques 34719
jacques.dubey@epfl.ch

DUMONT André-Gilles 32389
andre-gilles.dumont@epfl.ch

FREY Pierre 35206
pierre.frey@epfl.ch

GARGIANI Roberto 33215
roberto.gargiani@epfl.ch

GEROLIMINIS Nikolas 32481
nikolas.geroliminis@epfl.ch

GNANSOUNOU Edgard 30627
edgard.gnansounou@epfl.ch

GOLAY François 35781
francois.golay@epfl.ch

GRAF Franz 39484
franz.graf@epfl.ch

GUGGER Harry 33214
harry.gugger@epfl.ch

HASLER Thomas 39474
thomas.hasler@epfl.ch

HERING Janet (+41 44) 823 50 01
janet.hering@epfl.ch

HOLLIGER Christof 34724
christof.holliger@epfl.ch

HUANG Jeffrey 31341
jeffrey.huang@epfl.ch

KAPLAN Jed Oliver 38058
jed.kaplan@epfl.ch

KAUFMANN Vincent 36229
vincent.kaufmann@epfl.ch

KELLER Pierre (+41 21) 316 99 33
pierre.keller@ecal.ch

KELLER Thomas 33226
thomas.keller@epfl.ch

KOHN Tamar Tamar T 30891
tamar.kohn@epfl.ch

LABIOUSE Vincent 32323
vincent.labiouse@epfl.ch

LALOUI Lyesse 32314
lyesse.laloui@epfl.ch

LAMUNIÈRE Inès 33250
ines.lamuniere@epfl.ch

LEBET Jean-Paul 32439
jean-paul.lebet@epfl.ch

LESTUZZI Pierino 36362
pierino.lestuzzi@epfl.ch

LÉVY Jacques 32439
jacques.levy@epfl.ch

LUCAN Jacques 33257
jacques.lucan@epfl.ch

LUDWIG Christian (+41 56) 310 26 96
christian.ludwig@epfl.ch

MARCHAND Bruno 33239
bruno.marchand@epfl.ch

MARTINOLI Alcherio 36891
alcherio.martinoli@epfl.ch

MERMINOD Bertrand 32754
bertrand.merminod@epfl.ch

MERMOUD André 33726
andre.mermoud@epfl.ch

MESTELAN Patrick 33253
patrick.mestelan@epfl.ch

MOLINARI Jean-François 32411
jean-francois.molinari@epfl.ch

MUTTONI Aurelio 32881
aurelio.muttoni@epfl.ch

NOVEMBER Valérie Valérie V  38061 38061
valerie.november@epfl.ch

NUSSBAUMER Alain 32427
alain.nussbaumer@epfl.ch

ORTELLI Luca 33285
luca.ortelli@epfl.ch

PARPARP LANGE Marc 36391
marc.parlange@epfl.ch

PARRIAUX PARRIAUX P Aurèle 32352
aurele.parriaux@epfl.ch

PEDRAZZINI Yves Yves Y 34205
yves.pedrazzini@epfl.ch

PERONA Paolo 33803
paolo.peronar@epfl.ch

PORTÉ-AGEL Fernando Fernando F 32726
fernando.ww-agel@epfl.ch

RASTOGI Pramod 32445
pramod.rastogi@epfl.ch

REY Emmanuel 30881
emmanuel.rey@epfl.ch

RINALDO Andrea 38034
andrea.rinaldo@epfl.ch

ROBINSON Darren 34543
darren.robinson@epfl.ch

ROMY Isabelle 34719
isabelle.romy@nkf.ch

SCARTEZZINI Jean-Louis 35549
jean-louis.scartezzini@epfl.ch

SCHIRMER Kristin 30861
kristin.schirmer@epfl.ch

SCHLEISS Anton 32382
anton.schleiss@epfl.ch

SCHULER Martin 33424
martin.schuler@epfl.ch

SKASKASK LOUD Jan  32753 32753
jan.skaloud@epfl.ch

SMITH Ian  35242
ian.smith@epfl.ch

STAUFER Astrid  39474
thomas.hasler@epfl.ch

THALMANN Philippe  37321
philippe.thalmann@epfl.ch

VON GUNTEN Urs  30862
urs.vongunten@epfl.ch

VULLIET Laurent  38041
laurent.vulliet@epfl.ch

WEINAND Yves Yves Y  32391
yves.weinand@epfl.ch

ZHAO Jian  32321
jian.zhao@epfl.ch
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